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Fulton County Benefitting From Stepped
Up Stale Aid;Teachers Gel Most Money
CHARLIE JONES
FIRM'. Top Man

LANE TAYLOR
Leading Lady

Taylor, Jones Top
Pinsters In Fulton

Fulton County felt the direct
impact of new and expanded services from State Government in
1960, as stepped-up programs
made themselves evident.
A new broader-baeed revenue
structure financed advances in
such State services as education,
highways, health, industrial development, agriculture,
parks,
welfare and mental health.
Here are some of the direct expenditures of State funds irt Fulton County:
County schools received $417,797
tor the current school year, $131,959 more than for the previous
year. The increase brought funds
for buildings and other facilities
to $46.020. transportation
for
pupils to $27,768, teachers' salaries
to $274,973, free textbooks to $11,229. All textbooks for elementary
students were furnished free, and.
for the first time, some free books

were furnished to high school
students.
In the State's welfare programs,
new funds combined with Federal
matching money to produce an alltime high in benefits to the needy.
In 1960, grants to this County
totaled $430,883. The needy aged
received $223,372, the needy blind
$7,355, dependent children $163,087, and the totally and permanently disabled $39.169.
Another State service helps the
unemployed find jobs. In a fourcounty area „including this County,
20,167 unemployed found jobs in
1960 through the Employment
Service Division.
The Highway Department spent
$293,000 here for construction,
maintenance, rights of way and
engineering, including $650 in
Federal matching funds. A highway crew works throughout the
year repairing and maintaining

Zane Taylor and Charlie Jones in the Ferry-Moe Loop
are inown the best season averages In dicative of his improvemen
t.
Fulton--• town that is on the
Zane is a hard worker on the
Kentucky-Tennessee state line — lanes. She bowls just
about every
and features bowlers from both day, getting in an average
of 15
sides of the line.
practice games each week plus her
Zane, only In her first year of three nights of league
bowling
bowling, has had a very successIn the Wednesday afternoon Mful season in her first turn at the IAs League, she is
carrying a 150
game. For three different leagues average while her
games in the
she is sporting • respectable 151 Couples League range
in the mid
composite average and promises 150's, as does her
kegling in the
to be an even better next season. Friday night
Ladies LeagueCharlie is•four-year veteran of
Zane', best single tame in sancthe spoil, but his first three years
tioned play is 213. She mastered
were. not near as fruitful as the
this score while conflating in the
current season. Only rolling reguJaycee Christmas Tournament and
larly in one league, Charlie is
it earned her the high game
holding a good 180 average
award. In open bowling, she has
Charlie's bowling has been im- accumulated a
226 score and • 585
proving each year. His first at- series. Rolling
Governor Bert Combs today appointed Mrs. Fred
a straight ball, her
tempt at league bowling gave him nemesis is the No
10 pin, which Stokes, Jr. of Hickman
a member of the important Tour• wee 137 average, then he pump- she leaves only
too often on pocket
ed It to 147 the following year and hits. And her
ist and Travel Advisory Commission and has asked her
light I2-pound ball
finished up last season with 164. also causes
more than her share to make early recommendations for a study of the
tourHis ISO in the Ken-Tenn League of splits.
ist attractions in Hickman and other historic parts of the
this season and his 192 as • sub
Ciawiliswail an Palm Page

roads in the County.
State funds totaling $15,261.71
combined with other local and
Federal money to operate the
County Health Department.
ln 1060 Fulton County received
$600 in State Library Extension
services and $830 for Bookmobile
books.
Hickman was one of 51 cities in
Kentucky for which an industrial
resources brochure was prepared
and published in 1960 by the
Community Development Division
of the Department of Economic
Development. These
brochures
are a vital aid for locating industry in this area.
In the calendar year 1960,
$564,800 was allotted to airports
in 21 sites over the state. This
figure included the latest three
to receive
state
aid—Elkon,
Campbellsville and Murray, FulConeineed on Page tight

Spring meetings bring out Spring bonnets and that's what
happened
at the Woman's Club last Friday afternoon for the fInal
meeting of
the year. Donning gay hats with equally gay flowers are left to right:
Mrs. Carl Puckett, Sr.. Mrs. E. W. Hart mod Mims Ana Whaled.
(See diary)

Governor Names Mrs.Fred Stokes, Jr.
To Make Study Of Tourist Attractions

Spud Edwards Was A Ina Everybedy
Called A Friend; His Death Is Lou

county. Long interested in the development of the Mississippi River area at Hickman, Mrs. Stokes will make
recommendations to Governor Combs, with a view toward bringing the area into proper focus as a major
tourist attraction of Kentucky.

1.
3c

"Development of the Mississippi
River area as a major tourist attraction would benefit all of Fulton County," Mrs. Stokes said. "It
is not uncommon on any day for
many cars to drive along the
levee and park to look at the river
and to explore other historic sites
along the way. With the cooperation of civic leaders all over the
county we can present concrete
recommendations that our area is
just as important, tourist-wise as
any other area in Kentucky, "she
added.

Airs. Hendon Wright Ilea) seems to be enjoying same
eonvenation with Miss AMU, ViaiDenbary (Center) atInteresting
the Womaalli
Club ISA Friday afternoon. Mrs. H. V.
Allison. dub president looks
IS.
(See Diary)
Miss VanDenbarr presented a lovely programs
of folk songs.

Dr JO WastobialIng
high principles, honesty and inRich in the historic lore of the Ward, who Is also chairman of the
TELL THE EDITOR!
For what seemed like hours on tegrity and performed his duties
EAGLE SCOUT
so
efficiently there was nothing old Mississippi river boat days and three-member Parks Commission
Tuesday I stared at the white
It has been announced this week
share
Da
bosafihr
of
Civil
War
to
saidt
hat
campaign
both
the
upon
Tommy
Highway
in
Fields, Memphis State
Deopposition
to
sheet of paper in my typewriter
in South Fulton that Marilyn Wilhistory aa•landing arm for sup- partment and
University freshman, received his
Pirrics Commisfor some way to write the words hirsliamson
will
be
editor-in-'
the
plies
for
the
Confederat
e Army, sion said that both the Highway
Eagle Scout award last Sunday
Spud has been the caretaker at
that Spud Edwards had passed
chief of. the Scarlet Flash, the
Hickman is one of the oldest cities Department and the Parks
morning at the First Methodist
Comaway, suddenly and unexpectely the Fulton Country Club for sev- in
school newspaper for 1961-62. Miss
Western Kentucky With much miesnon will make a comprehens
Church. His mother, Mrs. Ropes
eral
years.
ive
If he made the slightsometime Monday night or early
Williamson
continuing
be
will
in
of
Its
residential
area overlooking study of the recommendations
Fields, was present at the time the
Tuesday morning I learned the est enemy in the discharge of his the
the same position she held this
river, Governor Combs shares made by Mrs. Stokes and
award was given.
believes
news while doing the live-wire on duties there it was certainly swell
Other members of the Tourist year. Most of the same staff will ;
the
view
enthusiasti
of
c
Hackman
that
•
roadside
park could be esTuesday morning and the shock kept secret. He inconvenienced residents
that the area could well tablished in the immediate future. and Travel Advisory Committee continue with additions made from,
of the announcement from Whit- himself and oftentimes his family,
in Fulton County who will advise next year's Junior and Senior• More than half the difficulties
attract many tourists too KenCommenting on her appointnet Funeral Home was one that 11 I am sure, to aecomodate the tucky.
with Mrs. Stokes are Mrs. Ward class,
of the world would be allayed or
ment Mrs. Stokes expressed apsaiarrel with literally hundreds of members of the club and he was
Bushart Paul Westphefing and
Highway Commissioner Henry preciation to Governor
removed by the exhibition of good
Combs for Ro Gardner.
people who could not believe that always there until the last stragLet's Keep Growing
temper.
this popular, this affable, this gling golfer and put his clubs
away for the day Maybe the
friendly man had passed away.
In every conversation on Tues- thanks were not always forthcomday morning grief was expressed ing to Spud, as perhaps they
CORWRiiild OR Page MOM
at the death of "Spud Edwards"
and It was the general mneensus
that he was a person rare among
men who surely never had an
enemy. Spud was the kind of fellow who understood his friends,
Approximately $65000 has been
The Fulton Music Department,
whether they were right or wrong,
collected in the drive to have the under the direction of Mrs.
Principal J. M. Martin has announced the events in ray State College.
Bonnie
or whether he agreed with them
The glee club will perform, as
little boys baseball and the girls Hernon, will present to
the public Graduation Week at Fulton High School. The first acor not People liked to be around
The long-anticipated
will Jane Edwards and Don Reed,
Tourist softball programs here in Fulton on May 19, the
"Fifteenth Annual tivity will
him to talk with him, to laugh Courtesy School for the Fulton- this summer. This
be the Baccalaureate Service which will be who will play a piano and clariis only about Music Festival". It will begin at
with him and many times to un- South Fulton area will be held one fourth of the
total amount 8:00 p m., immediately following held on Sunday, May 21, 1961 at the C.:.rr Auditorium. net duo. The American Legion
burden their problems on .him. today (Thursday) at the Chamber needed to operate
the program in the Home Economics end Indus- TheCermon will be delivered by Rev. Oakley Wood- Awards will also be presented at
He took them all in stride and you of Commerce Building on Com- the right way.
this time.
trial Arts exhibits,
just felt better because Spud knew mercial Avenue. It Is being sponside, pastor of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The Commencement Exercises
Charles Pawlukiewicz, president
The program will include the
about them.
sored jointly by the Chamber of of the Boys Baseball
for the forty-seven graduating
Program, an- song flute groups from the fourth
Others on the Baccalaureate mates will fare in later life- Then seniors wiD
Not long ago Spud and I dis- Commerce, the Twin Cities De- nounced at a meeting
be held on Thursday
of interested grade at Carr and the fourth and program will be Rev. Truitt Mil- will come Judy Moore and Mike
agreed on a policy voted upon in velopment Association and the parents and
night, May 25, in Carr Auditorchildren, that al- fifth grades at Terry-Norman: ler, pastor of
the First Baptist Walker, the Grumblers, who will ium. Dr. Trunk Steeley.
the Fiscal Court of which he was Tilghman Trade School of Pa- though about
professor
860 letters asking the Girls Glee Club from the Carr Church,
who will give the Invo- air all of their opinions and pet of History
a member as magistrate from the ducah.
for contributions have been mail- seventh and eighth
at Murray State College
grades; the cation and Benediction; Rev. J. L. peeves about those in their clam.
The purpose of the school, ed nut, only
First District. I felt that perhaps
will
be
the principal speaker.
about 150 responses Beginning Band from Carr and Leggett, pastor
Following the presentation of
of the First Methhe ought to have taken some which is for service station, have been
Others on the program include
received by the com- Fulton High: the Fulton High
odist Church, who will read the the Class Will by Ophelia Speight, Rev. William
other action and discussed it with motel and restaurant employees mittee. He
0. Beard of the
also stated that there Chorus and the Fulton High AdScripture and James Clark, min- Sandra Williams and Mike Celli- First Christian
him "Jo," he said, "I had to do it and anyone else who comes in has been much
Church who will
enthusiasm shown vanced Band. All of the groups ister of music at the First Baptist ham will give out the gifts
to give the Invocation
because it was the only thing
contact with tourists, is to teach by the boys
and Benedicand girls and that if will present several numbers. The Church,
their classmates.
who will sing a solo.
felt was right In my conscious." how to serve the travelers and to the funds
tion; Miss ()phelia Speight and
come in as hoped, this Fulton High majorettes will perYou couldn't argue with a fellow develop a knowledge of local and should be the
Finally, Tommy Carney will Miss Dortha Duke, who will
best season yet in form along with the band in the
give
Tuesday, May 23, the senOn
who voted the courage of his con- general tourist attractions in Fulton.
present the mantle to the junior the Salutatory and Valedictory
iors will present their Class Night
"Sernper Fidelis" march.
victions, because in this Instance Tennessee and Kentucky.
president,
class
Nanney
Warren
Addresses;
Miss Susan Stokes who
Over 160 boys and 115 girls
Three special features will be activities. Tommy Carney, class
he had every occasion to he swayA registration fee of $1.00 will have already
signed the applica- included in the program. Mrs. president, will give the Presi- and the audience and class will will present a vocal solo; Mr. W.
ed by other influences that were be charged. The classes will begin tions for
membership in the var- Nelson Tripp will render a solo, dent's Address, followed by Char- close out the program by singing L. Holland who will introduce the
contrary to his beliefs.
at 2:30 p. m. and continue till 9:45 ious teams and more
speaker, Mr. Steeley,
are expected with the FIIS Chorus doing the les Rice with the Class History 'Auld Lang Sync.'
p m. There will be a 45 minute Volunteers to
Dr. R. W. Bushart will present
serve as managers background music, on the "South and James Gordon with the Class
That's what made Spud Ed- break
Wednesday night, May 24. will
at 5:30, when the Park Ter- and coaches are also
the diplomas and pronounce their
needed to Pacific" song, 'Bali Ha'i". Also, Poem.
wards the kind fellow who com- race
Junior
feature
High
graduathe
Restaurant will serve a buf- complete the plans for the
Carl Hurst will give his Pro- tion exercises. The main speaker receivers as graduates of Fulton
pro- Miss Susan Stokes will perform
manded the admiration and resupper free-of-charge.
Continued on Awe Four
phesy on how each of hjs class- will be Mr. Vernon Shown of Mur- High School.
Continued on Pope Four
spect of everybody who came in fet
Honor's Day will be held on
contact with him. In the election
Friday morning in the Fulton
on May 23 he was unopposed in
High School study hall. All monohis race. it was not perhaps that
grams, Fulton High Awards and
others did not want the office, but
various other awards will be prebecause Spud was such a man of
sented and the initiation cereSy Karen Dublin
monies for the new Quill and
relief and of pride.
medicine in propaganda."
trast in the two world powers in coverage of this project. The fact
Now that the flight is history,
The faculty watched the flight which Russia, by secret decree, that the United States, through Scroll and Honor Society memLest Friday when the United
bers will be held at that time.
people all over the world are with a great deal of seriousness
, operates her government and our freedom of the press and even
States stood on the brink of an
Mike Walker will. be the speaker.
speculating on the degree of its since it is the job of the teachers likewise,
adventure into unknown space,
by that same secrecy though Commander Shephard was
All of the programs will begin
success. Once again, the same to prepare their students for
fu- puts a man into orbit. On the supposedly the second man in
everyone in this great country
at 800 p. m. with the exception
holds true for the FRS students ture accomplishments such
as this other hand, America operates to space, caused not only great
held their breath and prayed that
of
Honor's Day which will start
and faculty. In a recent interview recent one.
the open mandates of the people recognition for this country, but
the space shot would be a success
many of them expressed their
Superintendent W. L. Holland and puts a man into space for the also a doubt in the minds of the at 9:00 a. m.
and that Commander Shepherd
feelings aloud to your NEWS re- made the following remarks
Russians and their allies of their
about world to view.
would come back to earth safely.
porter.
APPRECIATION
the successful flight: "I think that
"Nothing could be more char- own systems of press censorship."
So it was, also, with the students
After nearly two hours of deLt. Colonel Everetts S. StephenHal Warren, a senior and a fu- it is one of the most courageous
acteristic
two
the
of
forms
Jimmy Wright and Kay Morris, son,
of govliberation, the Fulton
State Director of Selective
Circuit at Futlon High School. As soon ture lawyer, had this to say: things that has happened since ernment
and I feel that the world the two future editors of the
Court found Mrs. Willie May as the news media announced that "Commander
Service, Frankfort, Kentucky, has
Shepherd's space Columbus made the historic voy- will sit up and take notice
of how school newspaper, the KENNEL, requested
Richardson guilty of possession of the flight had been a success and flight is the greatest achievement age
that the Local Board
across
uncharted
an
and un- two projects have come into being were interviewed together and
that Shepherd was the first United the United States
burglary tools.
Clerk
Mrs. Lena M. Lawson prehas accomplish- known ocean to discover America. and were put into
operation."
both expressed the same feeling: sent TEN
States astronaut, the news spread ed in many years.
YEAR CERTIFICATES
It was carried In risking complete failure before
Lynn Williamson, a leader in "We think it is the most wonderShe WAR given a sentence of two through the school like wildfire.
out in full view of the world, not
TV camera with the whole world his sophomore class, said in an- ful thing that could happen to OF APPRECIATION TO the folyears. Attorneys for Mrs. Richard- The prospective scientists looked hidden
lowing Board Members who have
as Russia's flight was. In looking on, the United States
was swer to the question, 'I think this America. it was done with full
son filed a motion for a suspended toward the future when perhaps fact,
served so faithfully: Charles E.
many Russians actually know courageous enough to attempt
to is a great accomplishment for the publicity and was a big gamble
sentence with Judge Elvis Stahr they, too, would be involved in more
Adams, Chairman; James H. Amabout our flight than they do put a man Into space
when even United States. Moreover, I feel which really paid off for the
The jury recommended that her the world of space and everyone of
berg, Appeal Agent, both of Hicktheir own. I feel that this gives his fate might be In doubt.
there was even a more significant United States. We really wonder
sentence be probated.
else, generally, breathed a sigh of Russia a good taste
man, Ky.; and- Dr. J. C. Hancock,
of her own
"It certanly typifies the con- accomplishment in
the news
Continued on Page Pour
Medical Advisor of Fulton, Ky.

its

9c

the opportunity to make recommendations for a study of the area
and asks interested citizens to inform her of any points of interest
that might be explored to be contained in the State study.

Returns Slow In Music Festival
Contributions To To Feature Band,
Tnurist Courtesy Little League
Chorus Groups
School Is Today

Graduation Week Activities Al FHS
Begin With Baccalaureate May 21

Students, Faculty Think"Man In Space"Is Courageous Gamble

Mrs. Richardson
Given Two Year
Term At Trial

Only American People Protesting Can Stop
Flood Of Immoral Mov ies Shown To Public
NATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
have recently joined in the chorus
protesting the immoral, sadistic trend
in motion pictures. They have gone
to great lengths to point out the almost total disregard for human decencies in many of the Hollywood
produced spectacles of our day.
Unquestionably, the moral tone
of most motion pictures has taken a
big dip since the Hayes office and its
functions have been "watered down"
by Mr. Personality—Eric Johnston.
This former head of the United States
Chamber of Commerce is serving as
a public relations man rather than a
leader in maintaining some semblance
of standards in motion picture production.
Basically, however, the problem
is more complex than just a few
nasty-type movies. It returns to haunt
the doorsteps of a good many people
who read books. Yes, most of your
more trashy movies are toned down
versions of best selling books. And
how do they become best selling
books? People buy them for their private pleasure.

Perhaps there is nothing wrong
with adults indulging in books bordering on the obscene, found all too
often in the best-selling bracket. But
when those books are available to
youngsters, whether it be in book
form or movies, we feel that it becomes an injustice to the youth of our
country.
The problem will remain everpresent, however, until the American
people decide that they have read
enough trash and watched enough sex
exploitation on the screen and television. After all, it is within the power of the people to "call the shots" for
they control the purse strings of this
nation. Once the flow of money is
checked, a new type of literature will
emerge and a new era in metion picture production will be forthcoming.
Do we, as a people, want this change?
It is within our power to make it possible.
The problem is not one to be
solved by your local motion picture
+heatre manager. He shows only what
he is sent. It remains for you, the
American public, to protest by not attending objectionable movies.

Does This Poem Describe Your Fulton News?
When the evenin' shade is falling
at the end of the day,
An' a feller rests from labor and
smokes his pipe o' clay,
There's nothin' does him so much
good, be fortune up or down,
As the little country paper from
his 01' Home Town.
It ain't a thing o' beauty an' its
print ain't always clean,
But it straightens out his temper
when a feller's feelin' mean;
It takes the wrinkles off his face
an' brushes off the frown,
That little country paper from his
01' Home Town.
It tells of all the parties and balls at

Pumpkin Row;
'Bout who spent Sunday with
whose girl and how the
crops'll grow;
An' how it keeps a feller posted
an' who is down;
'bout who is
That little country paper from his
01' Home Town.
Now, I like to read the dailies and
the story papers, too,
An' at times the yaller novels an'
some other trash—don't you?
But when I want some readin'
that'll brush away a frown,
I want that little paper from my
01' Home Town.
—Anonymous

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by lAckkatton

on

"Yoe know our policy on personal calls. Argyle!"

Turning Back The Clock-May 9, 1941
Shanklin, Fulton
Mr. Will
County jailer, is formally anfor recandidacy
nouncing his
election to the jailer post this
week.
The fifty-six member Fulton
High Band, under the direction of
Yewell Harrison, and the thirtyfive member South Fulton Band,
led by Prof. William M. Schwalb,
marched in the annual Strawberry Festival Parade at Humboldt this week.
The nine graduates of Welch
Junior High School are as follows:
Jeanette Hastings, Edwanda Mick,
Mozelle Harwood, Gerald Powell,
Billie Westmoreland, Elwyn Taylor, Junior Ray, Louis Wilson and
Herbert Clinard.

New officers elected at the recent meeting of the Fulton Lion',
Club were: Forrest Riddle, president; Dr. D. L. Jones. vice-pried dent; Dr. R. V. Putnam, secretarytreasurer. Aaron Butts and Bill
Browning were also elected to the
Board of Directors.
Eight students were graduated
from Water Valley High School
in Commencement Exercises held
on May I. They were: Nadine
Hicks, Valedictorian; Nancy McClure and Martha Hall, Salutatorians; Maureen Puckett; Laurene Wilson; Otis Melton; Helen
McAlister; Robert Mobley.

Jackie Matthews and Paul Harwood have been selected as queen
and king to reign over the festivities; at the annual May Day Pageant at the South Fulton High
School.
Little,

Davis, Mrs. B. B Alexander and
Rev. and Mrs. Woodburn attended the International Convention of
Christian Churches held in St.
Louis last week.
-Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiggens,
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Varden,
Buck Bushart and road Homra
were some of the Fultonians who
spent last weekend in Louisville
and attended the Kentucky Derby
there.

Mrs. Thula

Pain For Peace
Managing Editor, Beacon Journal
Maria was a mere youngster and
this was her first baby. Fear enveloped her. The pains stabbed more frequently. She gripped her hands, suddenly alone in the midst of many
white-uniformed people.
Then her eyes, scanning the wall
ahead of her, centered on something—
a plaque! And all at once it came back
to her.
"Dear God, please help me. Bring
my baby and me safely through this.
Help us. On you alone can I call. I offer You these pains for peace in this
world, dear Lord. Let that be my intention if I should forget you in my
sufferings in the next little while."
Plaques for Peace is a simple devotion. It started in 1956 in a small
Ohio community. Three young mothers offered their labor pains for the
safety of a brother-in-law, an American infantry lieutenant in Korea.
The coincidence of dates—the
birth of the babies and this soldier's
narrow escape from death, his safe return home and his complete recovery
from injuries—started these women
thinking.
Now if their prayers, their pains
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M WESTPHELLNG
Editors and Publishers
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
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offered up, could help one soldier,
would not there be a tremendous
force for peace if everyone so offered
his headaches, his ulcer pains and,
particularly, if women offered their
labor pains?
THE THREE WOMEN felt that,
aside from the all-important message
of prayer for peace, the project had
other values. It might foster a spirit
of brotherly love in a selfless way.
And when pain has a purpose it is not
so hard to bear.
It was decided that plaques bearing the inscription should be hung in
hospitals, in surgical corridors, in lying-in rooms, in delivery rooms. A
priest and some young artists spent
days working on a design for the plaque, trying to create the effect and
feeling of the inscription. "Offer Pain
. . . as Prayer.
... for Peace," so that it
-would appeal to all faiths.
• A young development engineer
wanted a plaque that would be crack
and fire resistant, light in weight and
sealed for sterilization.
A SCULPTOR took nine months
to satisfy himself that his model plaque was perfect before he made the
final copy.
A Protestant chemist of an Akron company used six weeks of his
spare time to test the mold before it
could be poured, and the Jewish manager of the department said of the expensive mold: "Cost? For such case
we make this as a gift!"
The program has grown slowly
and steadily. Now, in hospitals
throughout the world, forty-one of
these plaques beg for pains as prayers
for peace.
If YOU are interested, write:
Mrs. Mary Ann Wojno, Box 572,
Stow, Ohio.
STANDPOINT
I find the great thing in this world
is not so much where we stand, as in
what direction we are moving.
—Oliver Wendell Holmes

YIELDS
STIFf STALKS
QUICK DRIING
NIGH ()UNLIT"(
EASI COMBINING

FROM THE FILES:—

Mrs, Ira

By Murray Powers

sion."
mountain-top.
Col. Ellsworth's Zouave.s arrived The nation, North and South,
in Washington . . . 1,100 strong.was preparing for war. Every reEllsworth would soon be calledsource, every shipyard, every
"the first martyr of the Civilfactory, was busy. Virginia, for
War." The zouaves were wonder-example, was rounding up every
ful fellows. They could climb upmetalsmith to work in the facthe face of a building to get atortes in Richmond . • . they would
fire .. . they could stage a beauti-be busy making guns, canteens,
ful military demonstration, and atbayonets, and in repairing old
Bull Run they would distinguishrouskete
themselves. And also-.at Bull Run
VET'S REP. HERE
the distinctive uniforms of the
Zouaves would make very disMr. B. D. Nisbet, a contact reptinctive targets for the riflernen re
.
entative
the Kentucky Di,.of the South.
Ex-service Men's Board,
Even in the face of a comingwin
tic present from 9:00 a. m. to
war between the North end thes
a:oo
bledp. m., on May 12, at the
South, the scientific forces of theAmerican
Legion Hall in Fulton to
nation were still busy. A ship
arid their dependbed.assist veterans a
in the Gulf Stream east of Cwap
aeents withs
claims
claim or benefits due
made oftheservke.
Hatteras studying the ocean
thethem as a result of their military
Studies were being
ocean bed between England and
North America. A section of
Atlantic cable had been brought
home, sticipped to its core, arid the
reports said that the gutta-percha
covering was still sound and solid.
The companies involved in the
Atlantic Cable said that before
any other cable was laid, it would
be necessary to make a chart
showing the configuration of the
bed of the Atlantic Ocean. Allowance must be made in laying the
cable for the strain of the cable
stretching
from
under-water
mountain-top
to
underwater

100 Years Ago This Week
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WILLIAM

By William H. McHenry
Second week in May, 1861
The Confederate States of America declared that a state of war
existed between the Northern and
Southern states on May. 8th, 1861.
The North never did formally declare war on the South. In tact,
the North never went beyond insisting that the contest was a
mere "insurrection" or "rebellion."
Arkansas left the Union for the
Confederacy on May 6th. by a
vote of 69 to I. The Tennessee
legislature passed the same vote
on May 7. Tennessee also approved of a 'military alliance' with
the Confederacy. Kentucky hopefully announced her "neutrality."
May 10 the State of Missouri
saw its citizens settle their differences in what would become
the accepted way, by direct action! Secession, as most historians
'shave said, was revolution ... and
In Missouri certain men saw it
"''That way.
Pro-Southern men had established a training camp in St. Louis.
The City was mostly Pro-Union.
Somehow it had been expected
that everyone would choose sides
then go their way rejoicing. That
was not to be.
On that May 10, the pro-Union
forces under Francis P. Blair, Jr.,
and Capt. Nathaniel Lyon seized
the pro-Southern camp and took
the militia prisoners. Fighting began. The city became a battleground in which at least 28 people
were killed.
An interesting sidelight of the
affair was that among the spectators was one William T. Sherman, and one U. S. Grant. Neither
man was at that time in the army.
It is highly probable that the
events which took place in St.
Louis that day helped to determine both those future generals
of the Union on their courses of
action.
Southern
commissioners
to
Great Britain had hoped to gain
quick recognition for the Confederacy . . . they didn't gain that
end, but Queen Victoria did, on
May 13, proclaim that Great Britain would be neutral, and she did
recognize the Confederacy as a

II

EleVITERT

belligerent. (Which meant that
captured Southerners should be
treated as soldiers, prisoners of
war, not as traitors,)
And even yet, up to the middle
of May of 1861, North Carolina
had not yet joined the Confederacy. North Carolina would furnish one-fifth of the Southern
soldiers, would boast of being
"first at Big Bethel, furtherest at
Gettysburg, and last at Appomatox." But North Carolina took
her time above seceding from the
Union.
The
Maryland
legislature,
strongly secessionist in sympathy,
agreed that Maryland would remain neutral. Governor Hicks
(Strongly pro-Union) said: "I
most earnestly and sincerely entertain the conviction that the
only safety of Maryland lies in
preserving a neutral position between our brethern of the North
and South."
The Maryland legislature, while
they did not pass the ordinance of
secession, did declare: "If the people desire It, (secession) they will
have a chance to vote sometime in
the future." There were charges
that the Federal government had
used bribery and corruption on
Maryland. Said the Alexandria
(Va.) paper: "Old Frank Blair
says that Maryland will remain in
the Union even if every white
man in the state must be killed!"
(During the four years of the
War Between the States, the Confederate brigades from Maryland,
Kentucky, and Missouri would be
called "Orphan" brigades by the
other Southern soldiers. Due to
the State's Rights system of supplying the soldiers, threw men
would have extra difficulty in being supplied with uniforms and
other necessities.)
Northern papers hailed the
stand of the "neutral" states, saying: "Strange as it may seem, the
Border States are quite as earnest
as the North. They seem to hail
the positive position of the Administration as a prospective bulwark, protecting them from the
desolation, anarchy, and taxation
of secession . . . a firm maintenance of the rights of the General
Government is the sole preventative of the Border States Sires-
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The Sensational New invention
Sutherland's "'MD" ?run
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors
Viarld's Most Comfortable
Truss
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CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.
Fultosi

Hybrid
Feed Your Hogs
111

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration
A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton,
Ky.

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.
Phone 169

Fourth St,

Mother's Day Specials
"Where your Dollar has more cents"
nd fashioned oven-proof

STONEWARE.... $1
Bean pots. dutch ovens, casseroles. Your choice

fi

Blouse and Skirt Set...$1
Shadow-Proof Slips...$1
Dixie Belle; double-paneled front
Three pieces!

Aluminum Range Set $1
Ladies,seamless or mesh

Nylon Hose ... 2 pr. $1
Ladies Lace trimmed

Rayon Gowns...2 for $1

Pho

4 pieces! Metal

Canister Set .. . . $1
Chrome Cake Covers $1
Cake and

LoafPance;
for $1
UMBRELLAS .... $1
BUD VASES 4 for $1
VT
.•

DOLLAR STORE

Home owned and operated
302 Main Street

by Wendel and Louise Butts

Fulton, Ky
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The News reports your - - -.

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
It seems that, in spite of 'ole man rain' and his recent antics, spring has finally arrived here in Fulton.
There are very few trees which have not come out in
their full greenery and the roses, tulips and iris are
forming splashes of brilliant color against the green
grass and shrubbery. The air is balmy and when the sun
does take a notion to peep out, its rays are warm and
bright.

Thomas Lane, vice president. Mrs.
Bill Fenwick, secretary; Mrs.
Charles Moon, corresponding secretary; Miss Joe White, treasurer;
Mrs. Nathan Wade, Kindergarten
chairman; Mrs. Virgil Barker,
Kindergarten registration; Mrs.
Hill Fossett, Ways and Means
chairman; Mrs. Herbie Hunt, Hostess chairman.
The annual "Mystery Tour" for
the Weakley County Home Demonstration Club took the group to
liolly Springs, Mississippi, for the
pilgrimage tour of the lovely
plantation homes in that area.
The members left in two chartered buses at 5:45 a. m and arrived back home at approximately 9:30 p. m. Enroute home, they
stopped for dinner in Jackson,
Tennessee.

Mrs. Virginia Austin and Mrs.
Clara Haller were two Fultonians
who spent the weekend in Louisat the area high-schools. Although ville and attended the famous
In other signs of the corning Fulton High will not have a prom
summer, girls are changing from this year, several FHS students Kentucky Derby there.
their wool and heavy clothes and are having a private Spring FormMembers and guests of the Woare beginning to wear the light al dance at the Strata Club at
clothing; Martin this week and it is being man's Club enjoyed a real treat
and bright summer
when Miss Aaltje VanDenberg
!schools all over the area are pre- eagerly looked forward
to by presented a program of Folk
paring for their closing exercises; many of the students.
Songs,
Friday, at the final meeting
the whirring of lawn mowers can
South Fulton held their prom
he heard on almord any afternoon on 'Friday night, April 28, at their of the year. Miss VanDenberg,
(that Is, if the rain isn't corning school gym. The theme was an who teaches Related . Arts and
Crafts at the University of Tendown in sheets) and the bright oriental one, "Sayonara." It folnessee at Martin, sang a varied
red of the strawberries can be lowed a banquet which had the group of songs and accompanied
same
oriental
setting.
A
color
teen in the grocery stores.
herself on the Auto Harp, a simscheme of orchid, blue and purple ple instrument which
blends in
was used throughout the gym and well with the simplicity
of the
Spnng also means prom-time colorful Japanese lanterns and songs she sings. Mrs. Hendon
wind chimes were hung from the Wright gave the story
of folk
rafters.
songs previous to the musical proMusic for the event was provid- gram
ed by Charles Andrews and his
Forty members enjoyed a deMelody Men.
licious put-luck luncheon at noon.
-Mrs. Virgil Barker, of the HosA large crowd attended the an- pitality Committee,
All Makes and Nedeb
was chairman
nual Evening of Music presented of the arrangements and
•
was asby the Music Department of the sisted by MrsMOTOROLA
Nathan Wade, Mrs.
Fulton Women's Club at the club W. C. Jacobs
Sales and Servkin
and Mrs. R. 0.
home last Friday night. There Brown. The
beautiful floral arwere approximately ten ntunbers rangements on the luncheon
and
on the program which included speaker's table
were furnished by
talent from the department, itself, Mrs. S. M. DeMyer, Chairman,
and
and from the Junior Music Club Mrs. it. A. Fowlkes,
of the Decoranab. 4511 as well as from the local area in tions Committee.
III laske et.
general.
Following the luncheon Barry
Mrs- Walter Voelpel was the di- Adams and Danny Carver
prerector for the event and the ac- sented a trumpet duet.
Barry also
companists were Mrs_ Leonora played the trumpet
solo that
Rushee. Mrs. J. U. McKendree brought him superior rating
at the
and Miss Judy Moore.
Murray Music Festival. Miss Judy
Several out-of-town guests were Moore accompanied them
at the
present and had high praises for piano. Mrs. Mike Hernon,
Band
the performers.
Director at Fulton School, made
the arrangements for the students
Little Dave Burrow, son of Mr. to appear on the program.
and Mrs. Alvin Burrow, celebrated
The business session was opened
his seventh birthday with a de- by a trio, Mrs. Nelson Tripp, Miss
lightful party at his home. The Andy DeMyer and Mrs. George
theme for the party was "Base- Allbritten, singing a beautiful arball" and this was carried out by rangement of the club's collect
• lovely cake in the shape of a
They were accompanied at the
baseball glove and ball, made by
Mrs. Doyle Shupe.
fast °errs are mad. by
Those attending were: Timmy
Feed Your Hogs
;writhe you never took in
Bates, William Mitchell, Mike Hatbecause your land didn't
field, Bob Engel. Steve Lawrence,
Stevie Ray, Kenneth Fields, Greg
produce top yields. When
Scates, Dickie McIntosh and Robyou use DAVCO 30, you
ert Burrow.
get extra yield without
extra labor . . it's like
Don Reed was elected president
finding lost acres you
With Your Home
of the Junior Music Club at a renever knew you had.
cent
Grown Grain
meeting held at the home of
There's • grade of
Miss Susan Stokes. Sherri Elliott
DAVCO 30 for *very
was selected to serve as vicekind of soil.
president and the other officers
Fulton, Ky.
were Sherry Milstead, secretary;
Lydia Wright, treasurer and Mae
Mann, publicity chairman.

TV REPAIR
•

Wade Television
How to get rid
of "lost acres"
with

DAVCO
3G

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

Browder Milling Co.

DAM

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Greenfield Monument Works

ELECT

MRS SCOTT (BILLIE)

DEMYER

Mrs. H. C. Sams, Sr. and Mrs.
B. L. Austin spent Saturday night
in Murray with Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Adams and their sons.

County Court Clerk

Ilinry Awn
The Grace McBride YWA of the
low down paytnesi dirk
Crutchfield Missionary
Baptist
Church met Tuesday night, May 2, and Racy Terms
for a make-up meeting and proBENNErr
ELECTRIC
gram. All members and one visitor
were present
Refreshments were served by

Of Fulton County
Democratic Primary Tuesday, May 23, 1961

Feed Your Hogs
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Tinos
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Lew Cost
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration
A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

Browder Milling Co.

NoticeTo AllDog Owners1
of Fulton,Kentucky

Fulton, Ky.

Because of the incidence of Rabies in this area, and
numerous complaints of roaming dogs, all owners

ROOFING OF ALL TYPES
Build-up roofing, Shingle roofing,
Roofs repaired and painted.

All Dogs Found Running Loose
Will Be Shot On Sight.

Guttering of all Sizes

Dortch's Roofing Co.
5-36123

YEARS EXPERIENCE

Ph.

Martin, Tenn.
Can

are asked to keep their dogs chained or penned.

Police Department
City of Fulion,Kentucky

Furnish References

4343

We want to send a very happy
belated birthday wish to Miss
Flora Oliver, who celebrated her
82nd birthday at the McAlister
Rest Home last week. Besides having many visitors and gifts, she
reported that she received over
200 birthday cards from her
friends.

BROWDER
MILLING CO.
Phone 900

3

Miss Martha Kay Copelan. Plans
OUTSTANDING WORK
honor certificate for outstandinl
were made for a mother and dauwork in the chemistry departrnerf
James
Reed, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ghter tea on Tuesday May 9, at
at Florida Southern, where he it
the home of Mrs. Mae Henderson. Seldom. Reed of Country Club a freshman.
The News is plcased to extend_
Courts, is one of thirteen students
birthday wishes to the following
Members of the Carr Elemen- who received the Epsilon Sigma
Work Together!
persons on their birthdays.
tary second grade, a Brownie
May 11: Linda Kay Muzzall; troop and several other friends
May 12: Linnie Martin Hill, Rus- all joined to wish little Miss Kathsell Parton, Mrs- J. II Bailey; erine Stroud a happy eighth birthMay 13: Keith ('ounce, Mary E. day at a party Sunday at her
Jones, Jennings Kerby; May 14: home on Route 1. Katherine is the
In Operation 51 Years
I. R. Nolen, Mrs L. H. Howard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Betty Sue Bell, Corrine Cum- Stroud.
• Large Display •
mings, Jean Cole Bynum, Monette
Refreshments of ice cream, cup
Cochran, C. H. Mi:Daniel; May 15: cakes and punch were served
• Well Lighted At Night •
Joyce Hill; May 17: Mildred Land, amid a color scheme of pink and
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Ben H. Maupin, Charles Marlar, white.
Glynn Powell, Mrs. Howard Edwards, Sandra Latham, Mrs. W. W.
The May meeting of the Bowers
FULTON
f
G'FTELD:
J. B. MANESS & SONS
Morris.
Club featured a demonstration by
CALL 124
Al) 5-2293
Greenfield, Tenn
Mrs. Robbye Nowell, home ecopiano by Mrs. S. M DeMyer. Min- nomist for the Gibson County
utes were read by Mrs. W. C. Electric Cooperative, on preparing
4
Jacobs, secretary. Reports were oven meals.
brought by Mrs. Clarence Moline,
The interesting and informative
treasurer, and Mrs. John Daniel, meeting was held at the home of
Librarian. Mrs. Harry Allison, Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Nanney. Durclub president, expressed appre- ing the business session, plans
ciation to all committees for their were made to attend a craft work
splendid co-operation this year. day in Union City on May 9 and
also a county-wide style show in
Nineteen Lions from the Fulton Union City on May 25.
Club attended
the Inter-City
The June meeting will be held
Meeting held last week at the at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. N
Merit Clubhouse in Mayfield. The Mansfield.
Fulton organization was one of the
co-hosts to the meeting.
Dr. Tesseneer, professor of psychology at Murray State College,
was the principal speaker.

Fulton. Ky.

5

MINUTES OF

The installation of officers was
the main order of business at the
final meeting of the year of the
Junior Department of the Fulton
Woman's Club held last week. A
delicious pot-luck supper preceeded the ceremonies.
Those installed included Miss
Wanda Holland, president; Mrs.

The climate couldn't be
betterfor buying a new

it

JET-S.1100TH CHEVROLET

(and that's the car more people are buying!)
The wish-I-had-a-Chevy season's here! Summer's in sight.
Horizons are brightening. Vacation plans are percolating.
It's the most rewarding time of the year to stop by and
talk buy with your Chevrolet dealer.•And why not do
more than just talk? Take a Jet-smooth Chevy out on the
road. That wonderfully gentle ride you'll feel is what we're
so proud of (Full Coil suspension and a chassisful of other

road tamers are responsible). Inspect the advantages of
the finely built Body by Fisher (none can match it in
Chevrolet's field). Look over the full selection of models
and compare the prices (18 Six and V8 Jet-smooth Chevies
are priced below comparable competitive models').•So
now you know why more people are buying Chevies than
any other make. Just one other thing—check the sweet
trade-in allowance your Chevrolet dealer can offer you
now. See how easy it is to blossom out in a new Chevrolet?
•Sasedo
, companson of

Miguall.41

anufecturrori suggested Wail prom (i.civelleg Weal tax) I. medals eft I la-i•ch *Moans a Nom

HAIL

CAN DESTROY
YOUR CROPS!
HE FARMER
.--4.r:
SHOULD NOT TAKE
THE RISK WHEN
HAIL INSURANCE
COSTS SO LITTLE

1

Buy
Crop-Hail Insurance

The Impala Conrerlible and the new Currelle—two of 31 models awailing your pleasure at your Chwrolsi dealer's

See the new Chevrolets at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's One-Stop Shopping Center

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - - - BUICK, INC.

Atkins, Reams and Taylor
208 Main Street

Fulton
104 East Fourth Street

Fulton

Phones 31I. $O
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Miss Deanie Hinton, Mr. Joe Pique
Will Be Wed In June Ceremony

Of Social Interestl

If you can imagine Spring's
loveliest blossoms being shown to
the melodies of Stephen Foster's
incomparable music, then you
have an afternoon's most complete enjoyment in store! For that
is the setting in which the Hickman Woman's Club will hold its
aiinual open flower show, Friday
May 19 at the clubroom in Hickman. The theme of the show will
be "Sing it with Flowers." featur-

Mrs. Harvey Caldwell Honors Three
Lovely Brides At Beautiful Event
One of the loveliest of the spring
social event was a beautifully
planned tea given by Mrs. Harvey
Caldwell honoring three recent
brides; Mrs. Jimmy Edwards, the
former Miss Carolyn Roberts, Mrs.
John Westfall Morrison, Jr., the
former Miss Marion Blackstone,
and Mrs. Larry Sullivan, the former Miss Jill Edwards. The tea
was at Mrs. Caldwell's home on
Carr Street on Saturday afternoon
the sixth of May, nineteen hundred and sixty-one. 'The handsome
Caldwell home was enhanced by
arrangements of roses and other
spring flowers.
The guests were received by the
hostess who wore an afternoon
frock of navy blue silk with Chantilly lace bodice. In the receiving line were the honorees,
their mothers, Mrs. A. B. Roberts,
Mrs. William M. Blackstone, and
Mrs. Jack Edwards, and Mrs. Joe
Cochran, mother of Mr. Mdwards,
and Mrs. Joe Fly. mother of Mr.
Sullivan. Mrs. U
e •
stylish sheath dem
bleak peau
de sole with di. Aggritddiggi and
very Met allevelhe Mph
wore • reekbdi &ale
blue silk aethatta Wads over
matching peaa de sole and designed with a draped bell skirt and
deep neckline, Mrs. Sullivan wore
black brocade fashioned with a
widely flared skirt and closely
fitted bodice with deep V neckline. Each of the honorees had a
corsage of white carnatons.
The tea table was draped with
a handsome cutwork cloth. Cen-

e

Specially natured fee

MOTHER'S DAY and
for

GRADUATION.-

HATS
BAGS
SCARFS
Umbrellas
Mojud Slips
SAVINGS UP TO

Main; In

TAYLOR. JONES(Continued from Page 1)
Charlie rolls a conventional grip
ball with a slight hook A 250
game and a 696 series in open
bowling are proof that his ball
has plenty of workiag action. Ms
beat 'game and series in league
have:been 242-06.
Charlie had never had much
fume= in tournaments until this
Mesas when he captured the sintfte in the Mayfield City Association Championships. Fulton
is a member of the Mayfield association, which accounts for his entry in the tourney. He whipped out
a 625 scratch series and had 673
with his handicap in taking the
title.
Both Zane and Charlie are
members of
bowling families.
Charlie's 15-year-old daughter,
Pat, is a substitute in the FerryMorse League in which she carries
a 138 average. And Zane's husband, Dan, is an avid bowler and
one of the best in Fulton.
Jet Lanes has every reason to
be proud of Zane and Charlie. Not
only are they the top average
bowlers there, but they are also
two of the establishment's best
customers.
-Paducah Sun

Sawmill Firms Warned:
Don't Hire Youths

STUDENTS.(Continued from PCP* One)
whether Russia even sent anyone
up in the first place! There is no
real proof of that fact!!"
Brenda McKell, a senior girl
who was chosen for "Leadership"
in the Who's Who, put her feelings very simply and clearly: "I
feel that America has had a great
success and she will have even
greater ones in the months and
years to come."
Finally, it is the opinion of this
observer that the United States
has scored a big blow against
Communism and has raised her
prestige throughout the world.
However, we ehOuld not stop now
and pat ouramiles too hard on the
back. We cannot and should not
expect to have success everytirne
we send someone up in a rocket
But I do think that if everyone
works as hard on the space program as they have in the past two
MISS BEANIE HINTON
or three years, we shall have
Mr and Mrs. Bennie Hinton of
Mr. Pigue graduated from Ful- many more successes than failOwensboro, Kentucky announce ton nigh School after which he ures,
the engagement of their daughter, entered the Armed Services and
Deanie to Joe Don Pigue, son of spent twenty one months most of RETURNS
Mr. and Mrs. Bertes J. Pigue of which was in Germany. After reContinued from rage 011t
Fulton, Kentucky.
turning he entered Murray State gram
College and received his Bachelor
A discussion was held at the
Miss Hinton graduated from of Science Degree in Business. He
meeting on tentative plans for a
Owensboro High School and re- was a member of Alpha
Tau barbecue at 6 30 p m on the
ceived her Bachelor of Science Omega Fraternity. He is presentDegree from Murray State Col- ly employed by the Burroughs opening night of May 29 It will
lege. She was a member of Sigma Corporation as sales representa- immediately precede the first
game of the season
Sigma Sigma Sorority. At present tive with headquarters in HopEveryone is reminded to send
she is teaching ir. Russellville, kinsville Kentucky.
in the contribution to the BaseA June y.eciding is planned.
Kentucky.
ball Program as soon as possible.

Cliff Hagan Speaks
At Murray Banquet
Cliff Hagan, former UK basketball star and now a top performer
for the St. Louis Hawks, will
speak at the All-Sports Banquet
at Murray State College on May
22.
The banquet, which will honor
performers in all varsity sports at
MSC, is set to begin at 6 p. m. in
the Student Union Building.
Three awards will be giventhe Paducah Sun-Democrat Award
to the outstanding senior athlete;
the Hunt's Sporting Goods Awards
to the most valuable player in
each varsity sport; the KFVS-TV
Award to the outstanding playerstudent in football, basketball,
baseball and track.
A limited number of tickets for
the banquet will be on sale in
Murray until May 18.

Since an 18-year age minimum
applies to work in most sawmilling and logging jobs, Regonal Director Pat Meloan of the U. S.
Labor Department urged local
lumbermen to make sure of the
ages of the youths they are hiring
for summer jobs. This age minimum is because of the hazardous
type of work the boys are required to do.
"The easiest way to avoid unintentional violation of the law is
to require an age or employment
certificate for each young boy
hired", Meloan adds. This certifiNEW CLASS AT FAS
cate, which serves as proof of age
Mrs. James White will be the
under the law, shows whether or
instructor of a new class in readnot he is of legal age.
ing for the eighth grade at Carr
Junior High. The class will begin
Fla Up, Clean Up
next fall.

!

Kellena's Hat Shop
311

tering the table was a large crystal epergne filled with pink candles and pink wygelia florets. Mrs.
Harvey Maddox and Mrs. W. F.
Clark presided at the silver tea
services which were at either end
of the table. Delicious tea dainties
were served. Assisting with the
serving of the guests were Miss
Arm Caldwell, Mrs. Gilson Latta
Miss Gertrude Murphy, and Mrs.
Leslie Weaks. Mrs. Caldwell presented each honoree with Madeira
pillow cases and an attractive
cook book.
A large number of guests called
between the hours front four to
.
six o'clock.

Singer Center

IRBY'S FASHION SHOP
Final Clearance _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Spring Sale!
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, May

11, 12, 13

9 Long Coats

14 Short Coals
$24.95

$10.00

$55.00,

$32.95

$29.95 to $32.95

$19.95

$42.95 to $49.95

$29.95

$24.95

$32.95 to $39.95

$22.95

$42.95 to $49.95

T.

Stephen Foster, Mother Nature Help In
Making Hickman Flower Show A 'Must'

SUITS
$99.00

$59.95

$85.00

$55.00

$69.95 to $75

$42.95

$65.00

$39.95

$59.95

$35.00

$49.95 _ _

$29.95

$42.95 _

$24.95

Summer Reading Clinic
To Be At South Fulton

tug Stephen Foster
The Hickman Woman's Club
will sponsor an open flower show
Friday. May 19 at the Clubroom.
Show time 2 p. in. - 6 p. m. The
theme will be "Sing It With
Flowers" featuring the Stephen
Foster motif.
Mrs. Erie Ezell is show chairman and promises a very interesting and exciting afternoon. No
greater thrill will be experienced
than that of walking into the
many flower filled rooms and
viewing the exotic arrangements
and the hundgedil of specim ens.
As you enter the pounds you
will be greeted by the QUeen of
the Flower Show arid her Court
These girls are from The Rosettes,
a girls club sponsored by the Rick 1111111 Woman's Mob. Que.en Kay
Fields, Maid 11211/0.Counell, Maid
Carolyn MoonligniMid Anne Marshall and mad Ray Griffin will be
dressed in clothes of Stephen

Foster era.
Plan now to enter the show, because you, too can be a winner!
The show will feeture projudges,
fessional
prizes,
refreshment bar. More information
may be obtained by writing or
calling Mrs. Erie Ezell, Hickman,
Kentucky.
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11-Cuble foot

Cheat Type Freezers

EACH $235.00
(Only One to sell)

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
Central A
. &meth Irelese

A MOTHER'S DAY SUGGESTION FROM. -

-

City Drug Company
408 Lake Street

Fulton

Beautiful Fragrance

BY Jame cikt12.ek

MUSIC FESTIVAL(ConUnued from Page I)
as student director of the chorus
on the number, "Trees".
The high point of the program
will be when Mrs. Met-nun and her
husband, who is a student at Murray State College, will present a
trumpet 'duet, "Concerto in C
Major for Two Trumpets" by
Vivaldi.
Everyone is cordially invited to
attend this Music Festival and
hear these fine musical groups
from the city schools.

A four-week-long reading clinic,
held not only for failing and below average students but also for
any student who wishes to improve his reading, will be held
at the South Fulton Elementary
School this summer.
Various tests will be administered to the students during the
clinic and individual attention will
be given to any student who needs
it.
A minimum fee will be charged ENROLLS IN MEDICAL SCHOOL
Robert Bailey Binford. of 408
for the clinic. Anyone interested
in attending this clinic should call Third Street, has recentl y enrolled at the University of Tennessee
Principal W. L. Cottrell at 764.
College of Medicine in Memphis,
Termessee.

Two new inspired -Parisian type Frongronciss,"
created for
her Packaged in pink embossed satin
design with Rower garden motiff and block satin glost
with 22 carat gold leaf. Elegant!
MY SECRET . . . tErs mystery of womon copluted in
gay•witty romantic essence
AFTER DARK ... enchanting, so glamorous after dark,
SO exotic for daytime
A man never forgets a woman whose perfume Ile
remembers.
Available in Dusting Powder (fluffy puff), Spray Mist
Lou de Cologne, Perfume and Sachet

$1.75 to S3 50

Newton Wins Golf
Runner-up Trophy

Lynn Newton, Fulton High senior and son of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Newton, captured the runner-up
trophy in the West Kentucky
Strawberry Festival Open Golf
Tournament at Humboldt, Tennessee, last week.
Lynn, a member of the Fulton
High golf team, was beaten by
George Riker, Memphis, in a sudden-death playoff. He received a
scond place trophy and one dozen
golf balls.
Three other Fultonians-.Tasper
Vowell, Pat Nanney and Cecil
Wade-participated in the tourney

GIFTS

DIPLffififl

- - for the 1%1 Graduates
For The Girls

ROTARY TILLERS

$2.98

Nylon wth lace trim; sizes 9-15, 32-40

Rosenwald Announces
Top Honor Grads
Treva Chambers, Valedictorian,
Ada Bowers, Salutatorian, and
Jerry Morris, took the top three
places in the fourteen member
graduating class at Rosenwald
High.
The Baccalaureate Services were
held Sunday night May 7, in the
Physical Education Building. The
senior play was presented Tuesday night.
Commencement Exercises are
scheduled for Friday night, May
12, at 8:00 p. m. in the Physical
Education Building. Dr. C. A.
Kirkendoll, president of I ne
College, Jackson, Tennessee, will
speak for the occasion.

"Movie Star" Slips
"Movie Star" Half Slip

$1.98

Matching panty sets

$2.98
••••=.

"Movie Star" Pajamas __ _ $2.98
Summer Blouses

$1.99
For The Boys

$1.98, $2.98
Sport Shirts
Knit Shirts
$1.98, -$2.98
Ties
$100 and $1.50
Initial handkerchiefs
_ _ _ _ $1.00
Sport Sox
50c to $1.00

and

All Spring Dresses Reduced
One Rack of Special Bargains
1
2 price
All Spring hats reduced to /
We have lovely gifts for MOTHER!
-ALL SALES FINAL; NO EXCHANGES-

LAWN MOWERS
- - - -WE GIFT WRAP FREE! - • Four kinds of eseh to choose
from
• Liberal trade-in allowance

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
Central Avenue, Sooth Felton

ii

KASNOW'S
448 - 52 Lake Street

Fulton
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JOINT RECITAL
Jerry Coates of Fulton performCAYCE rF.WS
Page 5
The Fulton News, Thurs ay, May 11, 196
ed as one part of a Mint recital
wv,(Aimee nolo...mit
with Mrs.A on Brinley at UTMI3
in Martin on Tuesday. The two
Mrs. Pearl Graham spent last
presented a one-act opera, "The
week with her daughter Mrs. MilTelephone" by Menetti.
dred lialterman in Mayfield.
Several mill
tor the Tiny Tot of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mak WorkMrs. S. E. (May) Campbell,
Mrs. Florence Gammon of Elves,
Revue have been received by the man, Route 3, Fulton. Leslie's
passed away suddenly at the Hi
•
Tennessee and Mrs. R. R. Taylor
view hospital about noon on M4,
Highway officials of Kentucky, Fulton Jayeettes, but many more grandparents are Virginia Workof Union City spent last Thurs- Tennesse
9.
e, Missouri and Illinois are needed to make the event a man, and Leslie Irvine; Darla Ann
day with Mr. an Mrs. Glen Coy- will gather
Joseph Henry Weaks, Sr., 86,
Crass, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Campbell was born in Bo]
at Kentucky Dam success.
ington.
Any child between the ages of Darrel Crass, Parkway, Fulton. died MIly 10 about 1.00 a. m. at aqua, Tennessee on March 5, 11114
Village May 15 to private attempt
Kenneth Oliver of Memphis was to work out
a routing on the con- two through six will be eligible for Darla's grandparents are Mr and the Baptist Hospital in Paducah the daughter of J. M. and Marti
Tuesday night guest of Mrs. Delsie' troversia
the program which will be held Mrs. Ruble Thomas, Route 4, May- as the result.of a tall at his home Carter Rist.
l Interstate-24. ,
PHONE 12
Rondurant and Clarke. He was
She was a member of the Fti
This is the route that If going on June 2. The contestants will field, and Mr. and Mrs. Herschel on Central Avenue.
Wednesday dinner guest of Mr.' to cross
Mr. Weaks was born March 1, Christian Church in Fulton, ;
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Western Kentucky some- be divided into two groups with a Crass, Route 2, Water Valley. Ranand Mrs. Chester Wade and Mrs,' where
King and a Queen to be selected dal Harold Henderson, son of
1875 in Wingo, Kentucky, the son active member of the Americ;
and end in Nashville•
Mr.
Edn_ Alexander.
Double Feature!
and Mrs. Harold Henderson, Gry- of James H. arid Annie Webb Legion Auxiliary and the Full,
Highway Commissioner Henry from each group.
Mr_ and Mrs. J. D. Cruce and Ward
The revue is expected to be mes, South
Fulton. Randal's Weaks. He was an attorney and City Chapter 41 Order of the Ea:
noted Tuesday that NashMr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson of ville
much
shorter
the Mines Prize!
than
is definitely the eastern
it has been in grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. practiced in Murray where he em Star.
St, Louis, Missouri visited Mr. terminus
She is survived by four sor
arid that four recom- the past and there will be Jay- H. D. Henderson, Sr. Donna Joyce lived most of his life. He was a
and Mrs. J. J. Croce and Mr. and mendati
ons were under study for eettes to attend the children at Hardy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. member of the First Methodist Paris Campbell, Litchfield; De:
Mrs. Roy Cruce one day last week.
Church.
all
times.
Campbell, Dallas, Texas; Jam
Sam Hardy, Route 4, Fulton. Donthe western terminus.
Rev. and Mrs, Warner Paffbrd
Survivors include his wife, Campbell, St. Jacob, Illinois xi
Deadline for entries for the re- na's grandparents are Mr. and
He named these as Charleston,
were last weekend guests of their
Myrtle Tarry Weaks of Fulton; Fred Campbell of Paducah; hat
Mrs. G. W. Hardy.
Mo.; Cairo, Ill.; Cape Giarardeau, vue is May 25.
itauchter and family in Jackson,
four sons, Joe Weaks, Jr., Fulton; brothers Albert Rist, Nashvill
Participating in Division on
Mo., and Pulley's Mill, Ill.
Tennessee.
George Weeks, Murray; Robert L. G. Rist, Nashville; Meacha
Ward said there are many dif- (age 2, 3 and 4) will be Sharye
Airman lit. Class Ronnie John- ferent
Owens,
•
CHES
daughter
TNUT
of
GLAD
Mr
routes that 1-24 can follow
and Mrs.
E and Morris Weaks, both of De- Rist, Borurqua, Tennessee al
son and wife who were enrout• to from
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan • troit; two daughters, Mrs. Ruth Blake Rist of Youngstown, OM
Nashville to either one of Jim Owens. Richard, South FulGrand Forks, North Dakota, visit- the
Egger and Mrs. Carolyn Birdsong four sisters, Mrs. Golda Day
proposed western locations to ton. Sharye's grandparents are
ed Mrs. Nell Johnson last week. serve
Mrs.
Marvin
Owens, Union City,
as a connecting link for
Sunshine would be most wel- both of Detroit; one brother, W.'I'. Memphis; Mrs. Ruby Oakly, DiMr. and Mrs. Leonard Binfcrd traffic headed
Tenn.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs. Carl come in this community as well as Weeks of Wilmington, North Caro- on, Tennessee; Mrs. Jenny Yet*
toward St. Louis.
and Mrs Lena Robertson of MisHe added all possibilities will Puckett, Sr., Fulton; Cindy Lee many others due to the very small lina, eight grandchildren and sev- Jeffersonville, Indiana • and MI
souri visited their sister, Mrs. be exploved
Hazel Hargrove of Nashville.
and, after a final de- King, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. amount of spring farm work done, eral nieces and nephews.
Willie Bomlurant and Mrs. Emma cision
—AND—
Funeral arrangements are inis agreed upon, a forthal Billy Joe King, Walnut, Fulton. because of the excessive amount
Brown.
Funeral services will be he
complete and friends may call at
recommendation will go before Cindy's grandparents are Mrs. of rain.
Mrs. Ruth Cloys, Mrs, Ella Holly the United
Thursday afternoon (today)
States Bureau of Pub- Claud Linton, and Mr. and Mrs. J.
Several from this community the Whitnel Funeral home.
and Mrs. Roy Jackson and Kent lic Roads
2:00
P. M. at the First Christi:
within three or four D. King; James (Jimmy) Edward attended the baccalaureate service
attended the funeral of Mr, Joe months.
Church with Rev. W. 0. Bear
Lawson, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. for
the
Martin
School
at
the
MarSON DIES
Hetherly Saturday afternoon at
pastor, officiating. Burial will 1
James Lawson. Highlands, Fulton. tin Church
of Christ Sunday night.
Mrs. J C. Muzzall, formerly of In Greenlea cemetery.
the Crutchfield Baptist Church.
Jimmy's grandparents are Mrs. Congratu
lations to David Finch, Fulton for many
Quarterly conference
years,
but now
Mable Lawson, and Mr. and Mrs. Donald
of the •DUKEDOM ROUTE 1
Weldon, Jimmie McMinn, a resident of the
Friends may call at the Hor
Cayce and Mt. Zion Methodist
Obion County
Frank Allen; Cheryl Denise King, James
By Coostaare loses
Walls and Patsy Williams Rest Home, Route 1
churches was held Sunday at the
in Union City, beak Funeral Home until the ful
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles who
are members of the gradua- Tennessee was
Cayce Church The sermon was
called to Martin eral hour.
King, Broadway, South Fulton. tion class.
A very large crowd of last Wednesday due
Mrs. Donald Chnard fell Fri- Cheryl's
preached by the District Superto the sudden
grandparents are Mr. and friends attended this service.
death of her son, Mr. Kyle Howintendent, Rev, Underhill. Lunch day afternoon and hurt her el- Mrs. W. H. King
and Mrs. D. M.
HONOR MAN
Mrs.
T.
J.
Simpson
continue
bow
and
s
ard,
to
had
to go to the Doctor Merryman
on Route 1, Martha.
was served at the noon hour in
of Fulton. Mr. Clair R. improve and expects
and have some stitches taken We
,to come
the church basement.
John R. Brown, son of Mr. at
Drigars of Crooksville, Ohio.
home soon from the
Mrs. Russell Brown of Cayr
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson and I hope her arm will soon be okay.
Charles Brann, son of Mr and Hospital. where
BACK HOW!
she has been a
Miss Constance Jones visited Mrs,
Mrs. Bill Gadberry were in MayKentucky, who is doing gradua
James Brann, Route 1, Ful- patient the past
Mr.
and
Mrs.
two
her
Karl
weeks
cousin
folKimberlin work at the University of Arkat
Miss Eva Morgan in ton. Charles'
field, Kentucky one day last Sungrandparents are Mr. lowing major surgery.
returned home Monday from ChiMcKenzie, Tennessee this week and
SETN-MON•TUESDAY
day.
sas, was one of 28 selected fro
Mrs. R. L. Newhouse, DyersMr. and Mrs. Mart Reed have cago where they spent the week- the
Keith Menses, son of Mr and and had a good time_
University's seniors, gradua
burg, Tenn; Jamie Underwo
od, returned from Nashville after sev- end with relatives. Also joining students
Larry McCuiston has been sick son
Mrs_ James Menes cehibrated his
NOT SINef
and faculty members
of Mr. and Mrs• C. E. Under- eral days visit
them
for
a
visit
with
in
Mr.
the
and
this
weekend
windy
Mrs.
city Agriculture division for electii
and out of school.
7th birthday on May 4th at
wood, Route 3. Union City, Tenn. Maynard
the
Nina
Reed and family and were Mr. and Mrs. Roy Croft of to members
The school will be out at Welch Jamie's
school cafeteria. Guests were the
hip of Gamma Sign
grandparents are Mrs. while there Mr. Reed was
SUCH
in the Detroit, Michigan.
students in the 1st, grade of which school next Thursday.
Delta, honorary fraternity.
Floyd Hardy and Mrs. Jake
Un- Vanderbilt Hospital for several
11110111
Ann Cunningham has been real derwood
he i- • member. A four-flied
; Wanda Sue Loney. dau- days treatment.
FURY AND
birthday cake was baked and sick with measles, but is better ghter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Loney,
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell have
at this writing.
SPECTACLE
decorated in foreign country
Arch, Fulton. Wanda's grandpar returned
flags
from Hawthorne, CaliMr. and Mrs. Calvin Thomas ents
by his grandmother. Mn.
are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Or- fornia after several
J. C.
weeks visit
Menees. Favors of flags and bal- called on Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mc- rick, Red Bay,
Ala.
and
with
the
Mr,
late
and Mrs. Max Richards
Natt
awhile Saturday night.
loons were given each
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Loney of Bard- and baby.
"In the heart of Downtown Fulton"
sued,
They report a most inMiss Constance Jones had din- welt
Pink lemonade, lee cream and
Ky.; Tarnelia (Tammy) Beth teresting and pleasant
visit.
ner last Thursday night with Rev. Babb,
cake were served Mrs. Jim
• Air Conditioned
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Am• 30 Years in business
Mr. Ed Strong is in the JacksonKeith Smith and family and re- Elvis
mons assisted Mrs. Menees
Babb. Barbara, South Ful- Madison County
with
• Newly Redecorated • Open 5:30 am-7:p
Hospital where
ported a nice time.
the entertainment.
m
ton. Tammy's grandparents are he will have
eye surgery.
Miss Gertie Mae Parker of Jack- the
late Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Babb
Mrs. Vascoe Simpson and other
Sunday afternoon guests of Mrs. son, Tennessee is spending
the and Mrs. Mayme Sanders,
members of the Weakley County
Dalsie Bondurant and Clarice
were weekend with her parents Mr. and
Karen Sue Seccombe, daughter Home Demonstration Council atMr. and Mrs. Cecil Burnette
and Mrs- Selden Parker,
Mrs. Chester Wade.
Rev. Horn, pastor of Pleasant of Mr. and Mrs. Cal Seccombe, tended a meeting in Jackson last
View Church had dinner with Mr. Forestdale, South Fulton. Karen's Saturday. This meeting was for
„IL
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. all of West Tennessee.
and Mrs. Travis Dacus Sunday.
and Mrs. A. Simpson and
Sam
Mrs.
Seccomb
Elnora
e,
Mary
Vaughan
Dearbor
n,
is
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mathews and
visiting
Mich.
were Mr. and Mrs, Lennie! SimpMrs. H. D. Wallace, Noblesville, her sister Rebecca in St. Louis.
son, Freida and Jack of Fulton. Larry, also Miss Mabel Cavender, Ind; Kelly .Lee
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs is spending a
Buckingham, dauhad Sunday dinner with the Alghter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby few weeks with Mrs. Ralph
monds McGuire family.
McWe enjoyed a good message Buckingham, Taylor, South Ful- Knight and family in Knox-viDe,
AWARDED SCHOLARSHIP
from Bro. Keith Smith at the ton. Kelly's grandparents are Mrs. Tennessee.
Miss Barbara Peeples, daughter Dukedom Methodist Church Sun- J. H. Standley, Mrs. Louise BuckMrs. Everette Terrell is a patiingham, and Mr. Howard Strange
of Mr and Mrs Cleo Peeples and day night.
ent at the frillview Hospital where
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Thomas at- Melody Ann Terrell, daughter of she entered
Valedictorian of her graduating
after becoming very
class at South Fulton High School tended church at Pleasant View Mr and Mrs• Ray Terrell, Pearl, sick Monday
afternoon.
this year, has been awarded a Baptist Church Sunday morning Fulton. Melody's grandparents are
The Cancer Crusade is progressscholarship to the University 01 and
evening. Bro. Wilkerson Mr. and Mrs. Durell Terrell, Route
Tennessee at Knoxville, where she brought the message Sunday eve- 3, Martin, Tenn. and Mr. and Mrs. ing nicely in this comrnunity with
Luther Brooks, Route 2, Fulton. some workers having
will major in education next tin. ning.
finished the
Leslie Ann Workman, daughter calls that they
We are still having plenty of
were asked to
make.
rain but so tar we have not been
hit with hard wind storms as in
some sections and we are grateful
to God for his protection to us.

Hiway Officials
Of Four States
To Talk Routing

Entries Pouring In For Tiny
Tot Revue; More, Kiddies Wanted

DEATHS

Mrs. Ida Campbell

Joseph Henry Weaks

FULTON

Si:02
orlioRitoRS
Kiltlegr

s.

VISIT THE COFFEE SHOP
"Specializing in Good Food"

Ruth and Elvis Babb

Space to Spare

coto
SPEIITA
MAtioN;

for summer clothes now

Let's Keep Crewing
Paint Up. Clean Up

COMP

.98

to file

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE

as low as

S 129.00
.98

•

Six Honored At
South Fulton Hi

Six honor students have been
selected from the junior class at
South Fulton High school. They
were recognized at the Class Night
program and were presented a
white rose, the senior Class Flower.
The six students are Ken BowInn, Janie Taylor, Glenda NastMarolyn Williamson, Anita
Hyland and Linda Rogers.

FIELD FENCING WE
—STEEL POSTS
—CREOSOTE POSTS
—STAPLES
—BRACE WIRE
SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
Central Avenue, South Fulton

STORED WITH

OK-Parisian

ASS coatamOsse

.PSi. PAWNS

'

.PRIES TV IN EVERY ROOM
• INNS RESTAURANTS
.CHILDREN UNDER 145.0
.ista FEET FROM MEmPHiS.
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
• COMPLETELY 5E5400E110
• ONE-TIAlt GUASANTII
• POWs, TO Seats
35-5e-1 gear raft.
• Witali-OlOUND SAN011
OR SHAM STUMM.
• ntsis UNCONDMONMIT
OUAIANTUD MAOIST
SMAJKAIIII
• sAlie POWER erode
retiVe Opening ati
bair isissedIllos speed
he .0 Waft

Wbeeb eitarb lift off die
ground because 93% of the
weight of the tiller is on the
does for beat dig-in — not
on die beadles where you
have so wrestle with A, ss
yid: odor cillam.

Cut Glads

marry A. IIITYMIT
10. •-.1•3 I

'BURNETTE

Mi

1,1

Till

F AMC)LIS

BELL TAVERN

Phone 169

Cemetery wreaths

II ATURtNG
,HAIIICOAL 6101/10 SPICIALI,IS

Never before such an amazing
convenience at such a low, low
price! Pack all the garments
you can into a big roomy box
which we supply. We store
everything in insured safety
until you call for them again.
Then back they come, every
garment thoroughly dry cleaned, perfectly pressed and on its
own hanger.
ALL THIS FOR
ONLY $3.95
plus usual cleaning costs
STORE NOW . . PAY NEXT
FALL
call for service today
WE CLEAN, GLAZE AND
STORE FURS.

Purses
Lingerie
Hosiery
Accessories
Housewares
Glassware, tinware
Begin your Mother's Day shopping at:

5-10

TRACTOR COIIPAIIT
Fulton

_ _ _ _

A large selection of polyethylene flowers

•

Fourth Street

POTTED PLANTS 49c to $2.98
Specially wrapped for Mother

LIFT TEST
proves Pow-R-Boy
superiority

ALL OUR WINTER
THINGS ARE SAFELY

BEN FRANKLIN

200 Lake Street

5-10
Fulton

OK- PARISIAN
Laundry And Cleaners, Inc.
East State Line
Phone 130
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DEATHS
Joseph M. Nether),

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL

Joseph Marion Nethery, 77, retired Fulton county farmer and
father of Fulton Chief of Police
Roy M. Nethery, died at 8 a. rn_
on May 9, 1961 at the Madison
County hospital in Jackson, Tenn.,
following surgery.
He was born July 24, 1883 in
Cayce and had been a Fulton
county resident all of his life. He
was the son of the late Marion A.
and Betty Cruce Nethery.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Inez Gatewood Nethery; his son,
Roy Nethery, Sr. of Fulton; a sister. Miss Mollie Gatewood of Fulgham; two brothers, Jim Nethery
of Haws Memorial and W. C.
Nethery of Martin; a grandson,
Roy Nethery, Jr., of Fulton; a
great grandchild and two step
grandchildren, several nieces and
nephews.
He was a member of the
Crutchfield Baptist Church.
Services were held at 2 p. m.
on May 6, 1961, with interment at
the °Wan County Memorial Gardens.

• GAS FURNACES INSTALLED
REPAIRED
•FURNACES CLEANED.
HEAT-PUMP
•LENNOX ALL ELECTRIC
FROM HEATING TO COOLING AUTOMATICALLY.
• GUTTERS — DOWN SPOUTS.

Phone-502 —

— Fulion. Ky.

Ammosommelariximeranwass.

Hiram Walker Quality
In A Rich, True
Bourbon

FULL QUART $5.00

Pint.
1,4 Pint

Also Available in 5Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75
Pints $2.95
Half Pinta $1.50

I

Complete Line

Hearing Aid Batteries

ihr all makes of bearing aids!
VW ear Hearing /Lid Depart•eat at your first opportunity.

DO Lad SS Prost SIssaghl MAI.. Maly a Tann Oldl

HIRAM WALICER & SONS. NC.. PEORIA ILL.

II

CITY DRUG CO.
011 Lake Street

Phase 79

SAMPLE BALLOT
Fulton County, Kentucky
PRIMARY

ELECTION

Tuesday. May 23, 1961

For Jailer
Raymond Baker Minton

El

Robert Lee Bolin

Roland Harrison .
Melvin R. Cagle
M. E (Red) Garrison

For County Judge
John C. Bandarast
Clardie N. Holland

El
El

For Coroner
Walter A. Voelpel
Donald Chaney

For Magistrate Dist. No. 2
John Tierney Davie

Hubert Wilkins
Joe W. Campbell
A L. Cox

For County Attorney

El
Eli

Ray Moms
For Magistrate

Dist.

No. 3

El
El

Bert Yarbro, Jr.
James D macs

For County

Bro

Mrs. Jamie Jolutssa

Burnet!' Tractor Co.

Robert Jeff Parham

Harold Hampton
John B Rose

Dee L. McNeill

Dewey Johnson

1

Pisa

FC

We 11

flow(

flow(

YIN

See

STARLITE

For Sheriff

James H. Ambers

Harvestmmeis

Fult
many
Lucky
held
prosin
stem f
ties I.
Total
125, i
and eN
Fulti
follow'
Heir
bon.
Rom
strum:
Joyc
onstrat

Roper Television

For Stale Representative

Jennings B. Hearby

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Herman P. Roberts

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Hoyt Barnett

and attractive gifts of which each from the malady.
are appreciative of all gifts. ReMrs. Carer Priebb • freshments were served the entire
POPPY DAY MAY 27
Miss Bess Morris, one of Fulgroup.
The 1961 Poppy Day, sponsored
ton's best known residents end •
Mrs. Donald Clinard fell while by the American Legion Auxilary,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Vincent
member of a pioneer local family
In Dukedom the past Friday and will be held on Saturday, May 27,
died Saturday, May 6, 1961 about began some improvements at their
received
an ugly wound on her here in the twin-cities. All funds
8 a. m. at the Jones hospital, where home near by this village a few
arm. She was carried to the hos- will go either to disabled veterans
she had been a patient since May weeks ago, the work done by
their sons, 011ie and Junior, assist- pital where several stitches were or to their families.
1st.
required to close it.
Miss Morris had large farming ed by Mr. Gus Scarbrough of near
We extend profound sympathy
interests in this area and also was Benton, Kentucky as carpenter. A
to the family of Mrs. Jennie Johnthe owner of a number of Lake new bedroom has been added and
son, 84, in her passing the past
street business buildings, as well near completion, with white clapboard to match the house, • new week after a long illness of comas other properties.
plications due to advanced age.
She was born in Fulton and picture window went into the livThe funeral services were held at
lived here all of her life. She ing room and other improvements.
Knob Creek Church of Christ by
made her home at 101 Cedar The addition of another bedroom
adds much to the appearance of Bro. C. M. Jobe with burial in the
street.
church
cemetery. The Jackson
Her parents were the late Dr. their home.
Bros. Funeral Home was in charge
Mrs. Bolos Lassiter is sufferN. G. (Nat) Morris, a well known
of arrangements.
physician of Fulton for many ing an attack of arthritis that has
Mr. and Mrs. La Verne Windsor
years, and the late Mrs. Susie De- kept her in bed a portion of the
began some improvements at their
Bow Morris, of Sikeston, Mo.. Two time Mrs. Lassiter is receiving
home near here and are re-buildbrothers, Nathan and Paul Morris some medical care of Dr. E. H.
ing a porch, adding new floors,
preceded her in death. The only Welles of Dresden.
Mr. and Mrs. Brooklyn Stone new screens and etc. They are dosurviving member of the family
ing the work themselves.
is a sister, Mrs. Carrie Estes, who left several days ago for a visit
Faye Lynn, the daughter of Mr.
and vacation with relatives in
is a patient at Jones hospital.
and Mrs- Pete Chambers is indisShe was educated at Moscobel Detroit.
posed due to an attack of scarlet
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sweeten
College in Nashville, Tenn.
fever. The other daughters, Rosie
Funeral services were held at 2 of Pheonix, Arizona announce the
and Wanda, have .just recovered
arrival
of a stalwart lad, who
p. m. May 7 at the Whitnel Funeral Home chapel. Rev. W. 0. made his arrival there several
Beard officiated. Burial was in days ago. Both mother and baby
are doing nicely. Mrs. Sweeten Is
Fairview cemetery.
the former Eloise Hammett, niece
of your writer and congratulations
are in order.
AU types el Insuranee
Mrs. Mary Dunn is spending
Mrs- Jennie Johnson, 84, died several days with Mrs. Florence SAVE ! GET our
May 2, 1961 at the home of her Wray 012 St Line Road.
sister, Mrs.
James Shepherd.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis and
PACKAGE DEAL
Dukedom, Route 2.
little daughter Becky Lynn. Mr.
"Covering everythingShe is survived by • brother, and Mrs. J. W Bynum and baby
Frank Rushing, Hardin, Kentucky; son Howell were Sunday dinner Puttee. By.
Phone 4911
three sisters, Mrs. Mae Bostick, guests of Mr. Grant Bynum and
US
Lake
SL
Brimfield, Illinois; Mrs. Pearl Margaret.
207 12 4th
Phone III
Cannon, Milburn, Kentucky; Mrs.
Rev. James Holt filled his reguJames Shepherd, Dukedom.
lar appointment at New Salem
Funeral services were held Baptist Church the past Sunday at
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 at 11 A. M. Sunday School is held
the Knox Creek Church of Christ, at 10 A. M. with Howard Harris
east of Dukedom. Bro. C. M. Jobe, as Superintendent and teachers
Call Us To Savo
Church of Christ minister at for each department The evening
Money On Repairs
Cuba, officiated.
service is held preceeding the
Burial was in the Ptnegar ceme- B. T. U. and Cleo Cherry serves
tery.
as leader of all groups of the
Training Union.
A astisfled eartearer b Gar
Mr. and Mrs. Artell Vincent and
best tediesealaL That Is
children Debbie and Kevin arrived
Friday on vacation here with parwhy we (IVO yes fast, WildHerman Paschall Roberts, 76, ents Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vincent
est technical servise and
prominent Fulton county farmer and in Mayfield. Kentucky, guest
Dew rata, MI TY repairs. It
and resident of Fulton county for of Mr. and Mrs. Billie McCollum.
53.1 adele-se to
rhag you
SE RVICE
many years, died Sunday, May 7,
Over at the Home of Mr. and
inerrer!
1961 at 9:30 at his home on High- Mrs. Buton Lassiter Saturday,
FRE IPAIR
way 94 following an illness of May 5, a miscellaneous shower was
Aareareas tostalled
several weeks.
given by Mrs. Lassiter and coHe was born in Calloway Coun- hostesses; Mesdames Eugene Lasty. Kentucky, October 31, 1884. siter, Gaither Mathis and Sam
the son of the late Mitchell and Mathis for Mr. and Mrs. David
Laura Craig Roberts. He was mar- Lassiter, nuptials of two week,
ried to Miss Freddie Welch on ago.
Phone 307
306 Male Street
February 26, 1911 in Fulton.
The couple received many nice
Besides his wife, Mrs. Freddie
Davy Davco says:
Roberts, he leaves a daughter.
Railway Conductors and BrakeMrs. Mildred Nall of Calhoun, Ky.,
men.
a son, Craig Roberts, was killed in
He leaves his wife, Mrs. KathEvery granule of DAVCO 3G is•
an automobile accident in 1937;
leen Smythe Parham; a son. Bob
three grandchildren, Hugh Craig,
complete unit .. . an -atom- of
Parham of Memphis; three dauMillie Ann and Martha Allen Nall,
fertiliser. This means that you can't
ghters, Miss Kay Parham and
all of Calhoun; two brothers. Eroverfsrtilise one part of your land
Mrs. Dorris McCrite, both of
win Roberts of Paris, Homer Roband undarfertiliss another. DAVCO
Memphis, and Mrs. Mack Harper
erts of Hickman and a sister, Mrs
30 gives you even result&
Jr., of Jackson. a brother, Jessie
Bernice Henry of Fulton.
for even profits
Parharn of Fulton. Ky.; four sisHe was a member of the Baptist
ters. Mrs. Bess McLean, Mrs Walchurch.
Funeral services were held at ter Cooney and Mrs Carl Keenan,
all of Jackson, and Mrs J F
BROWDER MILLING COMPANY. INC.
230 p. m. Tuesday at the HornGreathouse of Fort Smith, Ark..
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 900
beak Funeral Home chapel. Rev.
and nine grandchildren.
Bob Covington, pastor of the First
Baptist Cauirch Union City and
Rev. Paul Jones, Mt. Carmel pastor officiated. Interment was in
Feltea-Union City Highway
Palestine cemetery.

Miss Bess Morris

Court Clerk
For Magistrate Dist. No. 4

Alvie (Dee) Langford
Jeff Darnall
Kathryn R. (Kelly) Lannom
J. A. Butler

Services for Robert Jeff Parham, Illinois Central Railroad conductor and former Fulton resident.
were held Monday, May 8, 1961
at 9:30 a. m. at St. Mary's Catholic Church in Jackson. Mr. Parham died May 5 at the IC hospital
in Chicago, where he had been a
patient since April 18.
The Rev. Vincent Hines officiated and burial was in Calvary
Cemetery, with Griffin Funeral
Rome of Jackson In charge.
Mr. Parham, who was 87, had
lived in Madison County most of
his life. He had been employed
by the IC for more than 40 years.
He was a veteran of World War
I and a communicant of St. Mary's
Catholic Church. He was a member of the Knights of Columbus,
the American Legion, Veterans of
Foreign Wars, Brotherhood of
Railway Trainmen and Order of

WED-TIIUR-FRI, May 19, IL 12
(Starts at 8:55)
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH
Charlton Heston, James Stewart
(Also. starts 7.25)
GODDESS OF LOVE
With Belinda Lee
SATURDAY, MAY 13
Triple feature program!
(Starts at 9:20)
UNDER TEN FLAGS
With Van Heflin
(Also: starts at 7:25)
°INSIGHT RIDGE
With Joel MaCrea
(Also: starts at 10:50)
THE PURPLE GANG
With Barry Sullivan
SUN-MON-TUE, May,.14-16
(Starts at 9:10)
THE STORY OF RUTH
With Elana Eden
(Also: starts at 7:25)
ATOMIC SUBMARINE
With Bret Halsey

SPECIAL OFFER

We ar• offering

a special price for our "Complete

package" Beauty Course to all 1961 Graduating
Seniors!
This SPECIAL OFFER good only during May.
Enroll now and learn a high paying

profession.

Top
ledi

Tennessee or Kentucky hours can be earned.

of oi
(Rol

Call or Visit

Romy's Beauty School
801 South First Street
Union City, Tenn.

Phone TU 5-5101

Mrs. Scott (Billie) DeMYer
Norman Sutton, Jr.
For Tax Commissioner
Elmer Murchison .
John E Croce

For Constable Dist. No. 2
Gus Barham, Jr.

...

Bobby Curlin

I. Kathryn R. Lannom, Clerk of the Fulton County
Court, certify that the above is a copy of a ballot to
be voted on in the Primary Election to be held in
Fulion County on Tuesday. May 23, 1961.

Altee,voiee-)

El
El

we pay
5%
interest
savings
ON

P
SOIL BUILDERS
Uniform Pellet Size • Dust Free • Quality Controlled

First Industrial Plan
107 South 4th St.
Paducah

County Clerk

MG'S

SInc•
1882

CITY COAL COMPANY; Phone 51, Fulton

Stai
tea
(Rei

Son
goo
Kar
(Rol

Fulton County Proves Superbo r Efforts In 4-H District Tally

7
•

ired
xilary,
ay 27,
I funds
eterans

5.

Fulton County had a great
many winners in the West Kentucky 4-H Junior District Rally
held in Mayfield last week. Approximately seventy-six youngsters from a total of nine counties participated in the event.
Total attendance at the rally was
125, including parents, leaders
and extension agents.
Fulton County winners were as
followe:
•
Helen Worley, Speech, Blue Ribbon.
Roma Foster, General Demonstration, Blue Ribbon.
Joyce Forehand, Sewing Demonstration, Blue Ribbon.
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Lynn Dallas, Dairy Foods DemPatsy Smith, Cookies, Red RibSpeech
Sheila Muss, Shorts and Blouse,
onstration Red Ribbon.
bon.
lielen Worley, Kentucky High- Blue Ribbon.
Fulton - Foods:
Sewing
ways, Blue Ribbon
Sheila DeMyer, Skirt, Blue RibSheri Elliott. Salad DemonstraPatsy Ray, Aprini and Pot HoldBrenda Morrow, 4-H Club Work, bon.
tion and Pie, Blue Ribbon.
er, Blue Ribbon.
Blue Ribbon.
Barbara Adams, Skirt, Blue
Rita Thompson, Pie, Blue RibJulie Powell, Apron, Blue RibCarolyn Hood, Drawer Parti- Ribbon.
bon.
tions, Blue Ribbons
Fonda
Sue Adams, Skirt, Blue
Lynn Dallas, Milk Drink DemCarolyn Allen, Apron and Pot
Demonstrations
Ribbon.
onstration, Blue Ribbon.
Holder, Blue Ribbon.
Lynn
Dallas, Banana Milk
Jeannie Kyle, Skirt, Blue RibPatsy Ray, Brownies, Blue RibCarolyn Hood, Pajamas, Blue Shake, Blue Ribbon.
bon.
bon.
Ribbon,
Roma Foster, Measuring InCarolyn Allen, Brownies, Blue
Judy Hoodenpyle, Skirt arid gredients. Blue
Ribbon; Cutting
Ribbon.
Blouse, Blue Ribbon.
on Straight Line, Blue Ribbon.
Roma Foster, Blue Ribbon.
Roma Kay Foster, Apron and
Carolyn Allen, Measuring InRita Craven, Cookies, Red Rib- Pot Holder, Blue Ribbon.
gredients, Blue Ribbon; Cardbon.
Joyce Forehand, Apron and Pot board Gauge, Blue Ribbon.
Linda Crider, Cookies, Blue Holder, Blue Ribbon.
Joyce
Forehand, Cardboard
June 12 will be the starting date
Ribbon.
Marie Ruddle, Apron, Red Rib- Gauge, Blue Ribbon
Measuring for the summer school session at
Carol Heithcock, Cake, Blue bon.
Ingredients, Blue Ribbon.
the South Fulton School for makeRibbon.
Jeannie Johnson, Apron, Blue
Helen
Worley, Teen - Age up students and those desiring to
Feed Tour Hogs
Joyce Forehand, Cookies, Red Ribbon.
Grooming, Blue
Ribbon,
take
Hot
a new course. The school will
Ribbon.
Judy Clayton, Apron and Pot Chocolate, Blue Ribbon.
run through August 4.
Jane Graves. Cookies, Blue Holder, Blue
Patsy Ray, Measuring IngreRibbon.
The fee will be $30.00 for makeRibbon.
Patsy Ann Smith, Apron and dients, Blue Ribbon.
up -students and $4200 for new
Julie Powell, Cookies, Blue Pot Holder, Red
Cayce - Sewing
Ribbon.
courses.
Interested students are
Ribbon.
Joyce Everett, Shorts
He/en Worley, Dress, Blue Riband asked to call Principal Lester BetLinda Grissom, Cookies, Blue
Blouse, Blue Ribbon.
bon.
ty
at the school on Thursday, May
With Your Home
Ribbon.
Sue Jean Sublette, Shorts and 18.
I.ynn Dallas, Shorts and Blouse,
Judy Clayton, Cookies, Blue
Grown Grain
Blouse, Blue Ribbon.
Blue
Ribbon.
Ribbon.
Pat Owens, Shorts and Blouse,
Rita Thompson, Dress and Coat, Blue Ribbon.
Helen Worley, Cake, Blue RibWo have complete stocks
Blue
Ribbon.
bon.
Diane Bickford, Shorts and
Fulton, Kr.
Lolita Brasfield, Brownies, Blue
Linda Grissom, Apron, Blue Blouse, Blue Ribbon.
Ribbon.
Ribbon.
Ann Adams, Shorts and Blouse,
Blue Ribbon.
for HOME and FARM
Annette Biswell, Shorts and
Machines
Blouse,
•PIERCE STATION
Blue Ribbon.
Mrs. Ckaries Lowe 0
BENNE
TT
Kaye Bradley, Shorts and
ELECTRIC
Blouse, Blue Ribbon.
PHONE 201
FULTON
A nice crowd attended services
at Johnson Grove Sunday regardless of bad roads and weather.
Jack Lowe attended a meeting
in Memphis Monday night of last
week.
p.IIIMILD PALM wow
cv
Mrs Kiainy Roberts and baby
es me Moocesios PAM URN ems
of
Martin visited their grandpar1 ..1.1ArR)
•m•
Mom.
ents Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem last IS Pro.
Tuesday.
hj Pint
11.55
Mrs. Evie Cloys spent the weekend with relatives near Latham.
Mrs. Roy Lawson of Sturgis,
Kentucky and
Place your order now for
Mrs. Raymond
Lowery of Providence. Kentucky
spent the weekend with their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Riley Smith.
Mrs. Smith's condition remains
about the same.
FOR MOTHER'S DAY AND DECORATION
DAY
Mr.
Mrs. Calvin Mayhall
We have a wide selection of Artificial wreaths—plastic went toand
Memphis Sunday to see
flowers—vases in metal and plastics to hold your cut Calvins father who was carried to
MILLOSV-MASH
the Baptist Hospital Saturday
flowers.
night. Albert accompanied Mr.
Mayhall. His wife Is at his bedside. We wish an early recovery
fo• Greatest American Whiskey
for him. We understand he will
c=tuda llt_tr,4ht Rol,b2El.....L0 1,192 1,12..o LtotALecajn_Bond
undergo surgery today (Monday).
& MAID If llUANTONIemu co. usalvau-oruiseran n
Mr- and Mrs. Leonard Adams of
Martin visited Mr. Adams' sister
Mrs. Bud Stem and Mr. Stem
Sunday afternoon.
Traffic across the Pierce Levy
has been stopped for a while as
the roads and bridges are under
construction.

Summer School
Starts June 12

Swim Pool Seeks
Summer Lifeguards

Cs.

Dayton V-Bells

WEEK-END SPECIALS!
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
SPRING
VALUES

V STORE

"THAT'S RICK
NO BITE!"

CUT GLADS

Mr and Mrs N. A. Strater and
children have been visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Bell.
Mrs. Lena McAlister and Pink
Brown spent
awhile Monday
morning with Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Miss Martha Kay Copelen spent
Friday night and Saturday with
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Copeland.
Mr- and Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs.
Ella Veatch spent Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs- Edd
Cardwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green were
Reg. $4.98
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmoore Copelen and family.
Mrs. Lizzie Conner and Mrs.
Cloyce Conner visited Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Green and Mrs. Pearl
Cooper Wednesday afternoon.
bags! This wide se- Mrs. Maude Elliott visited a few
days this week with Mr. and Mrs.
at the special price Pressie
Moore and family.
Several from this community
$1.57 attended the-funeral of Mr. Joe
Nethery Saturdays

ing

on

$ 99

HANDBAG SPECIAL!

ay.

Toyo Spanish straw, Italian Straw
lection for your Mother's Day Gift
of only:
(Regularly to $2.98

AFRICAN VIOLETS
g• 3" Pot. Asst.
Colors, Pio+ White
and De•p Violet.
Doubles and Singlet.

01
a

47eA

IN GRYMES ADDITION, Spankin' new, three-bedroom
brick
veneer home. Dare large bedrooms, electric heat, country
style
kitchen, built in oven and range. Beautiful birch cabinets,
enact
bar. The brick are buff colored with black contrasting shutters.
Completely insulated, storm doors and windows. PRICED
LIKE
IT JUST SNOWED, $11,900. By the way we will give
a year's
contract on workmanship and materials in writing and should
anything happen, it wont cost you one red cent. VACANT,
READY and OPEN. GO LOOK!
67 ACRE FARM, Located on blacktop, in fact the road runs
around all of this, well fenced, modern 8-room home, fair barn,
plenty of outbuildings. THIS OWNER IS MIGHTY WEAK, FIE
WANTS TO LEAVE IN THE WORST WAY. Come on down and
I'll help to buy it worth the money. You will never find a better
location in Kentucky.
IN COUNTRY CLUB COURTS—Three bedroom brick, dining
room, kitchen and den combination. 11
/
2 bath. Air conditioned.
Concrete patio. This fine home is well located and you talk about
an anxious owner—It won't take much to shove this guy over,
seriously this a fine borne in a top location, well worth the
money.

DAY AND NIGHT PILLOW
Something new in full-size bed pillow! Carded fabric;
good for patio or lounging, daytime or evening. New
Kapok filled.
(Regularly $2.98 Value)
$1.66

BALDRIDGE'S
.5 - 10 - 25c STORE

SEE—CALL—WRITE--WIRE

Wick Smith Agency
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 62 or 160 Nights

MONTH

MY NOW .„
get CASH BONUSES(

Let's nega.Growing
Ft: up._pean Up

For the
GOLDEN YEARS
4ter 40
•
May offers you a real JAMBOREE of savings! You get bargain
buys from your favorite appliance dealer ... plus a cash bonus
with each appliance you buy from our JAMBOREE list.

WHISTLING TEA KETTLE
Stainless steel, copper bottom, 2-Qt. size Perfect for ice
tea brewing.
(Regular $2.98 value)
$1.34

Prop,

,PPLIANCI
JAMBOR.IE

CHEST OF DRAWERS

ate

Installed Free

Dale Breeden,

ROCK SPRING NEWS
By Nettie Lee Copelen

See our counter of Suggested Gifts for Mother.

4 Dr4.1” Chest,
Qu•loy Construcnon.
Weed RIhrtforcod
Dr...ors Mad• of
f,berboard. Wash•b1a
W•llpap•r Corlsrod.

S. P. MOORE CO.

IN EAST FULTON, Convenient to Terry-Norman
School.
8 room home, frame, needs some repair. Will sell
for $4,000
Cash or $4,500 terms with $500 down. OWNER WILL
'TOTE
THE NOTE.

Yellowstone

GIFTS FOR MOTHER'S DAY
THROUGHOUT OUR STORE

NOTICE: Car Owneral
BUY YOUR SEAT
COVERS at

FOR SALE

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

YOUR

Paint Up. Clean Up
We Like Fulton

Ftilt,,n High
Ctiehtur Caddas. who. was recently named as
director of ,Willow Plunge Swimming Pod, is asking for applications from boys and girls of Fulton and South Fulton for the position of lifeguard at the pool this
summer.
Coach Caddas said that the only
requirement for the post was a
senior life saving certificate. He
may be contacted by phone at 2044
ur by mail at his home on Bitterest Drive.

Browder Milling Cc

•

17
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TO

HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"

You've been hoping for a formula like this
extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
41Pree

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

Make your home more comfortable ... more convenient ...
more modern ... with new electric appliances.
Buy now! Get extra special bargains ... plus cash bonuses.
Soo Your Dealer ... Choose
Offer good

only for

APPLIANCE JAMBOREE FEATURES
The electric appliances listed below are
our JAMBOREE features. Buy any or all of
them during APPLIANCE JAMBOREE MONTH
... bring your bill(s) of sale to our office
. . . get the cash bonus shown for each
appliance.

Your appnenoteet ... Count Your Sayings!

common of

HICKMAN - FULTON
COUNTIES'

4. E. C. C.

RANGE
AUTOMATIC WASHER
CLOTHES DRYER
DISH WASHER
WATER SYSTEM

$15
$10
$15
$10
$25

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 11, 1961
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CLASSIFIED ADS
CARD OF THANKS
We would like to take this opportunity to express our sincere
thanks and appreciation to Dr.
Jones, Farria, the Staff of Jones
Hospital, Jackson Brothers Funeral Home, and the many friends
for the cards, flowers, and many
acts of kindness shown us during
the recent illness and death of our
loved one, B. A. Winston.

ton Emerson air
GOOD USED
conditioner at Wade's Used Furniture Store. "Trade with Wade and
Save". 217 Main St Phone 478.
MAKE YOUR OWN signs! Decal
letters and numbers, all sizes from
SX" to 4" for boat licenses and
names- Baldridge's, Fulton.
USED Frigidaire refrigerator with
freezer across top. 90-day guarantee. $89.50; easy terms. Exchange
Furniture Company.

WORK SHOES and BOOTS designed for your kind of work,
whether the farm, filling station,
The family of B. A. Winston.
factory, hiking or hi-linemen. Buy
for the use intended.
The Edwards Store, Mayfield.
GOOD SPEED QUEEN Washer
only $37.50 at Wades Used Furni- NEW 9x12 linoleum rugs—a few
ture Store. "Trade with Wade and left at $5.69. Exchange Furniture
Save" 217 Main St. Phone 478.
Company, Phone 35.
FRIGIDAIRE used electric range; BREAKFAST TABLE and chairs
condition,
90-day
clean, good
from $17.50 at Wade's Used Furniguarantee. $89.50; easy terms. ture Store. "Trade with Wade and
Exchange Furniture Company.
Save". 217 Main St. Phone 478.
BE INDEPENDENT. Sell Rawleigh Products. Good nearby loHeadquarters for
cality open in Fulton Co. or City
of Fulton, Write Rawleigh Dept.
KYE-1071-5 Freeport, Illinois. Or
see: Bill Johnson, Box 352, Russell Springs.
for "HIM"

GRADUATION GIFTS

TV REPAIR: all makes and models
Skilled personnel, prompt service,
technicians for
factory-trained
black-and-white and color. "Service is our business". Merryman
and Fry Appliances, 215 Main
Street, phone 126.

• Free gift wrapping
• Top National Brands

Grisham-Butterworth
Next to City Hall

G-E RANGE, used clean. $54.50;
easy terms. Exchange Furniture
Company.

FREE

PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across from
Coca-Cola Plant

BEST
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

HOSPITAL NEWS

buy it

Furniture Coantray

Boaz & Robbins
Painting andpaperhanging
contractors
=mom

Visit

Phone TU 59404

at

EXCHANGE

=Nam

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

Yam=

our store

at

316 Commercial Ave
Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phone 1610

WE

RENT - - - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

WADE FURN, CO.
When Its
Phone 103
Fulton. Ky.
Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W.BURROW
109 Walnut
F•one al
'arm Loans
Conventional rmarts
FHA Loans
—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all Unit.'

EXCHANGE

POLITICAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT
555 FULTON, KY.

While Pahd Sale

FOR JAILER
Raymond Minton
M. E. (Red) Garrison
Roland Harrison

CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD KY.

FLOWERS

GILLUM

For Every Occasion

TRANSFER CO.

HALLMARK

greeting

Cards

Telephone
Talk

Pd

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 46 rpm
Mail ordern—Snecial orders

ORS

Closeout Prices

and

Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

RYTEX "Personalised"

FOR MAGISTRATE
(District Number 2)
Hubert Wilkins
Harold Hampton
Ray Moms

BOWLERS
Take Advantage of Our New
Special Bate

Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Fulton
Phone 20-J
MITES and SUNDAYS'PHONE
247
or
20-R
vainosmasermilonmotionemon
TROUBLE?
it,
We can't keep you out of
Lowbut with one of our
payment plan
Cost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
His
Our Adjuster Carries
Check Book!
Wick Smith Agency
24 Hour Service
Phone $2 — Nights He

SUPER
KEM - TONE
$5.35
GALLON

BOOK SOY BEANS

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste

For The

OFFICE machines cleaned, repaired, overhauled; new typewriters
and adding machines in stock.
Mimeo paper, adding machine and
cash register paper; general supplies. Call 503 for prompt service.
Wade Office Machines, 206 Main
Street.

MAYTAG WASHERS, standar°
and automatic models, $139.16
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, unone 201.

r;;;;;;;TT:

C.D.Edwards

GAS RANGES at bargain prices
at Wades Used Furniture Store.
"Trade with Wade and Save". 217
Main St. Phone 478.

PHILCO refrigerator, used; freezer across top, 90-day guarantee.
$79.50, easy terms. Exchange
Furniture Company.

PTA MEETING
, John A. Henderson, aviation
STATE BENEFITS—
SPUD EDWARDS-There will be an important ,
I storekeeper second class, USN,
a,,on.
Continued Ironmeeting of the South Fulton P-TA I
(Continued from Page 1)
should have been, but then some- son of Mr. and Mrs. William Henloday (Thursday) in order to dis- I ton received $40,000.
times you didn't think they wereerson of 315 Water Street, ridcuss the establishment of a music I
is serving with Attack SquadUnder supervision of the Divi- needed,ton,
he seemed to enjoy being
program for the South Fulton sion of Soil and Water Resources,
ron 36 at the Naval Air Station,
nice to People so much.
FOR
school. All parents are asked to be , the Reelfoot-Indian Lake waterCecil Field, Florida.
For years Spud was agent for
present for this meeting.
shed project was started in 1960 the Commercial Appeal in Fulton.
The squadron flies the Navy's
Fairview Cemetery
The Division of Forestry dis- One friend said of him "All the Douglas A4D Skyhawk aircraft.
SIGNS WITH VANDY
tributed 17,918,525 seedlings in years that he carried the paper I
18
An outstanding Union City High Kentucky last year. Fulton County I never got a wet one and if one
PEACE OF MIND
School basketball star, John Ed used 12,500 of these.
did get in the water, Spud would
Sunday, May 21, 1961
Nothing can bring you peace but
The 21 counties receiving aerial set to it that I got anoher one.
Miller, has signed a grant-in-aid
yourself; nothing can bring you
with Vanderbilt University in and ground mosquito spraying He was the most considerate man peace but
the triumph of princiCITY OF FULTON
Nashville. He has been one of the service last year from the State I ever knew," he said.
ples.
most sought-after cagers in the Departmeht of Agriculture inFew people in Fulton undertook
—Ralph
Waldo
Emerson
cluded Fulton. The agency said more projects for livelihood than
south.
185,000 mosquito-Infested areas did Spud and he worked at all of
FOR SALE: Modern 31-foot all- were treated in 1960—more than them diligently. He was custodian
aluminum house trailer, $1200.00 in any previous year.
of the Country Club, contractor
Call Lynn Bencini, Columbus, Ky; "Apart from direct local ex- for tree surgery for Kentucky
phone Orchard 7-2701.
penditures, Fulton County, like Utilities and he did other conevery Kentucky county, benefits tracts of this nature on his own;
WALLPAPER spec al, 25c roll and
Take the gamble out of the me
from the services of each agency he went into the quail raising
up at Exchange Furniture Com- of
bean crop; buy QUALITY Hood
State government," Gov. Bert business last year and this year
pany, Fulton.
Combs said in discussing State was to be in full production; he
--Clark—Oliver beans at
was part owner of a sub-division:
VINYL LATEX paint for sheet- services.
"There's no yardstick for di- he was Magistrate; and for whatrock and wallpaper, $4.45 gallon
SOUTHERN STATES
at Exchange Furniture Company, viding the activities of most de- ever the name of the business, I
partments into 120 hunks to show called him to do work on the radio
Fulton.
EXCHANGE
Fulton Co-Operative
to what extent citizens of a par- station tower.
Furniture Co.
Central Avenue; South Fulton
FOR REN4. Flom sanding ma- ticular county were served. But
Yet, with all this varied interPhone 35
chine and electric floor polish- it's obvious that all Kentuckians ests he was always pleasant, and
Fulton
er and electric vacuum clean- benefit from 'the State funds always considerate. He was de
ers. Exchange Furniture Co which operate the Courts, the voted to his family, his friends and
WINESeweairr11/"1141111
PAI.
Legislature, the University, the his community. He was a man who
Beverages
TV ANTENnitub: we install—
five State Colleges, the 14 voca- shied away from publicity and
trade--repair and move. Get
tional training schools, the schools enjoyed anonymity.
our prices. We service all makes
for the blind and the deaf, the
These things I knew about Spud
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
State's four mental hospitals, six Edwards and in extending my ikame
PATCHING DRIVEWAYS and tuberculosis hospitals, and the sympathies to Jane and little Jane
IL";
11
Qnv."1.
parking lots with cold mix asphalt. Kentucky Training Home," the and Ginger and Becky I want
Governor
continued
them
to
know
that
all
of
us
have
Phone OL.. 3-3871; J. B. Bailey,
All counties,
the Governor lost a kind friend and a wonderClinton, Ky.
"
111111416 1/1041
Pallas. KY.
pointed out, benefit from the ful citizen.
441-44 Lake Strimet
HOTPOINT usea etectric range, statewide services of the State
push button switches; clean, per- Health Department, the Conunisfect condition, 90-day guarantee. sion for Handicapped Children,
$135.00, easy terms. Exchange the Child Welfare Department,
Furniture Company.
Cornelius DeMyer (Spud) Edand the vital departments of AgriConservation,
Parks, wards, 50, manager of the Fulton
REMNANTS OF RUGS SX price at culture,
Country Club for 12 years and
Wades Used
Furniture Store. Highways, Economic Development
Magistrate of the First District.
'Trade with Wade and Save." 217 and Aeronautics. People in all
WALKER DELUXE
areas benefit also from the ser- died suddenly of a heart attack
Main St. Phone 478.
vices of the tourist and travel pro- early May 9 at his home in Counuot four, not five. not
motion program, the Military De- try Club Court.
Seven, but ft YEARS
He was born July 27. 1910 in
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CHILL-FILTERED
BOURBON
This new improved precede of 0411.1.-FlifiltIAKI
Kentucky bourbon is aub-zere tomperatvre monies
I. lighter, better testing beerbe• AN boavInees
is filtered mot . . . only rink NOW Ht.
,
bourbon peedness Is id, is.
Thor* is something nem In WM*, bead.. sod WI

Glenmore
a full 90-proof
of Kosowsky footsie lowimis vowaor
Only $1.50 /
1
2 Pint
sone D.*xi emsislanx

Monday thru Friday
from 10:00 A. M. to 6:00 P. M.

only 35c per line

TELL,

but a Long Distance call will set your mind at ease. It
tells you what you want to know right away. So if you're
wondering about someone or something, why not reach
for your phone ... and rates are lower when you call
station-to-station, with special values after 6 P.M. and
on Sundays.
•

JET LANES I

•

SECONDS FOR SURVIVAL—I've often mentioned the
Bell System's role in our nation's defense. Well, a mighty
interesting new sound-and-color film, "Seconds for Survival," is available for showings. Narrated by Raymond
Massey, it describes our nation's continental defense
system and shows how flexible, reliable communications
provided by telephone companies make it all possible.
To arrange a free showing of this or one of many other
films, just call our business office.

Plan Now to Bowl in Air Conditioned
Comfort at—

•

• • •
YOUR NATIONAL GUARD strengthens America. It has
a unique mission .., and a vital one. It is on call for tho
disasters of peacetime as well as for the supreme demands
of battle. A good "way-of-life" insurance is to suppoil
your National Guard.
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